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Commonalities and Variations
Africa, the Americas, and Pacific Oceania

6oo B.c.E.-rzoo c.E.

CHAPTER 6

ln early 2010, Bolivian president Evo Morales was inaugurated for his

second term in office, the only person from the country's Native

American population ever elected to that post since independence

from Spain in 1825. The day before the official ceremony in the capi-

tal of La Paz, Morales traveled to Tiwanaku (tee-wah-NAH-coo), the
center of an impressive empire that had flourished in the Andean

highlands between 400 and 1000 c.r., long before either the lncas or
the Spanish ruled the area. There he sought to link himself and his

administration to this ancient culture, a symbol of Bolivian national-
ism and indigenous pride. On his arrival, Morales was rìtually cleansed

with holy water and herbs and dressed in a llama wool robe. After
offerings were made to Pachamama, an Andean earth goddess, and

to Tata lnti, the lnca sun god, Morales was invested with symbols of
both kingship and spiritual leadership. thus joining political and reli-
gious sources of authority. Proclaiming a new multinational state,

Morales declared: "Gone forever is the colonialstate, which allowed
the looting of our natural resources, and gone also is the discrimina-

tory [against native peoples] colonial state."l This recent ceremony
provides a reminder that memories of American second-wave civili-

zations remained alive and were available for mobilizing political sup-
port and legitimating political authority in the very different circum-
stances of the early twenty-first century.

f o. tlr..ry people, the second-wave era evokes most vividly the
I civilizations of Eurasia-the Greeks and the Romans, the Per-
sians and the Chinese, and the Indians of South Asia-yet those
'were not the only civilizations of that era. During this period, the
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The Maya Temple of the Great Jaguar in Tikal Located in the Maya city of Tikal in present-day Guatemala, this temple

was constructed in the eighth century c.E, and excavated by archeologists in the late nineteenth century. lt served as the tomb of
the Tikal ruler Jasaw Chan K'awiil I (682-734). Some 144 feet tall, it was topped by a three-room temple complex and a huge

roofcomb showing the ruler on his throne. Carved on a wooden beam inside the temple is an image of the ruler protected by a

huge jaguar, along with illustrations of his military victories.
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230 CHAPTER 6 / COMMONALITIES AND VARIATIONS, 600 B.c.E.-1200 c.E

Mesoamerican Maya and the Andean Tiwanaku thrived, as did several civilizations
in sub-Saharan ,\frica, including Meroë (MER-oh-ee), Axum (AHK-soom), and

the Niger River valley. Furthermore, those peoples who did not organize them-
selves around cities or states likewise had histories of note and alternative ways of
constructing their societies, although they are often neglected in favor of civiliza-

tions. This chapter explores the histories of the varied peoples

ofAfrica, the Americas, and Pacifìc Oceania during this phase

of world history. On occasion, those histories will extend

some centuries beyond the chronological boundaries of the
second-wave era in Eurasia because patterns of historical
development around the world did not always coincide
precisely.

Guided Reading
Question

r COMPARISON

What similarities and

differences are noticeable

among the three major

continents of the world?

Continental Comparisons
At the broadest level, hurnan cultures evolved in quite similar fashion around the
world. Al1, of course, \Mere part of that grand process of human migration that ini-
tially peopled the planet. Beginning in ,\frica, that vast movement of humankind
subsequentþ encompassed Eurasia, Àustralia, the ,\mericas, and Pacific Oceania.

Almost everywhere, gathering, hunting, and fìshing long remained the sole basis

for sustaining life and society. Then, on the three supercontinents-Eurasia, Africa,
and the Americas-the momentous turn of the Agricultural Revolution took place

independently and in several distinct areas of each landmass (see Chapter 1). That
revolutionary transformation of human life subsequently generated, in particularþ
rich agricultural environments of all three regions, those more complex societies

that we know as civilizations, featuring cities, states, monumental architecture, and

great social inequality (see Chapter 2). In these ways, the historical trajectory of the
human journey has a certain unity and similarity across quite distinct continentâl
regions. These commonalities provide the foundation for a genuinely global history
of humankind. At the beginning of the Common Era, that trajectory had generated

a total world population of about 250 million people, substantially less than the
current population of the United States alone. By modern standards, it was still a

sparsely populated planet.
The world's human population was then distributed very unevenly across the

three giant continents, as the Snapshot on page 232 indícates. Eurasia was then home
to more than 85 percent of the world's people, Africa about 10 percent, the Ameri-
cas around 5 percent, and Oceania less than 1 percent. That unevenness in popula-
tion distribution, a pattern that has persisted to the present, is part of the reason why
world historians focus more attention on Eurasia than on these other regions. Here
lies one of the major differences among the continents.

There were others as well. The absence of most animals capable of domestica-
tion meant that few pastoral societies developed in the Americas, and only in pock-
ets of the Andes Mountains based on the herding of llamas and alpacas. No animals

SEEK¡NG THE MAIN POINT
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ll. MI\P OF TIME

1400-800 e.c.r.

900-200 e.c.e.

730 a.c.e .

300 a.c.e.-100 c.r.

300 a.c.e .-900 c.r.

200 a.c.r.-400 c.e .

1st-8th centuries c.e.

250-900 c.E.

300-600

4th century

400-1 000

860-1 1 30

900-1 250

After 1000

1 100-'t600

1 200

Lapita culture in Oceania

Chavín religious movement in Peruvian Andes

Nubian conquest of Egypt

Kingdom of Meroë in upper Nile Valley

Niger Valley civilization in West Africa

Hopewell "mound-building" culture in U.S. eastern
woodlands

Flourishing of Axum (East Africa) and Moche (coastal
Peru) civilizations; spread of Bantu-speaking people
in eastern and southern Africa

Classical Maya civilization

Flourishing of Teotihuacán

lntroduction of Christianity to Axum

Tiwanaku and Wari in the Andes

Chaco culture in U.S. Southwest

Cahokia

Flourishing of Tonga trading network

Saudeleur dynasty on island of Pohnpei

lnitial settlement of New Zealand

were available in the Americas to pull plows or carts or to be riclden into combat.
Africa too lackecl wild sheep, goats, chickens, horses, and camels, but irs proximity
to Eurasia meant that these animals, once domesticated, became widely available to
Afican peoples. Metallurgy in the Americas was likewise far less cleveloped than in
Eurasia ancl Africa, where iron tools ancl weapons played such an important role in
economic and military life. In the Americas, writing was limited to the Mesoameri-
can region and was most highly developed among tire Maya, whereas in Africa it
was confined to the northern and northeastern parts of the continent. In Eurasia,

by contrast, writing emerged elaborately in rnany regions. Furthermore, civlliza-
tions in Africa and the Anericas were fewer in number ancl generally smaller than
those of Eurasia, and larger numbers of people in those t\Mo continents livecl outside
the confines of any civilization in communities that did not feâture cities and states.

A final continental comparison distinguishes the history of Africa from that of
the Americas. Geography placed Africa adjacent to Eurasia, while it separated the
Americas from both Afì'ica and Eurasia. This has meânt that parts ofAfììca frequentþ

You should remem-

ber that ¡nterac-

tions between
humans and their
environment are a

key theme in this
course.
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SNI\PSHOT Continental Population in the Second-Wave Era
and Beyond

(Note: Population figures for such early times are merely estimates and are often controversial

among scholars. Percentages do not always total 1 00 percent due to rounding.2)

North Central/South Australia/ Total
Eurasia Africa America America Oceania World

Area (in square miles and as percentage of world total)

21,049,000 1 1,608,000 9,36s,000 6,880,000 2,968,000 51,870,000
(41o/o) (22o/o) (18%) (13%) (6%)

Population (in millions and as percentage of world total)

400s.c.¡. 127 17 | 1 1 153
(83%) (11%) (0.7%) (5%) (0.7o/o)

10 c.¡. 213 26 2 10 1 252
(8s%) (10%) (0.8%) (4o/o) (0.4%)

200 c.r. 215 30 2 9 1 257
(84%) (12o/ù (0.8%) (4o/ù (0.4%)

600 c.r. 167 24 2 14 1 208
(80%) (12o/o) (1%) (7o/o) (0.s%)

1000 c.¡. 195 39 2 16 1 253
(77o/o\ (1s%) (0.8%) (6"/") (0.4%)

1500 329 1 13 4.5 53 3 477
(690/0) (24%) (0.9%) (11o/o) (0.6%)

1750 646 104 3 15 3 771
(83%) (13%) (0.4%) (1'e%) (0.4o/o)

2013 5,041 1,1 10 355 617 38 7,162
(70.4o/o) (15.s%) (5%) (8.6%) (0.s%)

interacted with Eurasian civilizations. In fact, Mediterranean North Africa was long
part of a larger zone of Afro-Eurasian interaction. Ancient Egyptian civilization was

certainly in contact with Crete, Syria, and Mesopotamia and provided inspiration
for the Greeks. The entire North African coastal region was incorporated into the

Roman Empire and used to procluce wheat and olives on large estates with slave

iabor. Christianity spread widely across North Africa, giving rise to some of the early

Church's most famous marryrs and theologians. The Christian faith found an even

more permanent footholcl in the lands now known as Ethiopia.
Arabia, located between ,\frica and Asia, was another point of contact with a

wider world for African peoples. The arrival of the domesticated camel, probably
from,\rabia, generated a pastoral way of life among some of the Berber peoples of
the western Sahara during the first three centuries c.p. ,\ little 1ater, camels also made
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possible trans-Saharan commerce, which linked interior West Africa to the world
of Mediterranean civilization. Over many centuries, the East African coast wâs a

port of call for Egyptian, Roman, and Arab merchants, and that region subsequently

became an integral part of Indian Ocean trading networks. The rransoceanic voyages

of Austronesian-speaking sailors from Southeast Asia brought various food crops of
that region, bananas for example, to Madagascar and from there to the East African
mainland. The Americas and Oceania, by contrast, developed almost wholly apart
from this Afro-Eurasian network until that separation was breeched by the voyages

of Colr-rnrbus from 1.492.

To illustrate the historical developments of the second-wave era beyond Eurasia,/
North Africa, this chapter exarnines first the civilizations that emerged in sub-
Saharan Afiica ancl the Americas. Then our historical spotlight turns to several
regions on both continents as well as the islands of the Pacific that remâined ourtside

the zone of civilization, reminding us that the histories of many peoples took shape

without the cities, states, and empires that were so prominent within that zone.

Civlizations ofAfrica
When historians refer to Africa in premodern times, they are speaking generally of
a geographic concept, a continental landmass, and not a cultural identity. Certainly
few, if any, people living on the continent at that time thought of themselves as

,\ficans. Like Er-rrasia or the Americas, Afi'ica hosted numeroLls separate socieries,

cultures, ancl civilizations with vast differences among them as well as some interac-
tion between them.

Many of these differences grew out of the continent's environmental variations.
Small regions of Mediterraneân ciimate in the northern and southern extremes,
large deserts (the Sahara and the Kalahari), even larger regions ofsavanna grasslands,

tropical rain forest in the continent's center, highlands and mountains in eastern

Africa-all ofthese features, combined with the continent's enormoLls size, ensured

endless variation âmong Afi'ica's many peoples. Africa did, however, have one dis-
tinctive environmental feature: bisected by the equator, it was the most tropical of
the world's three supercontinents. 

'While 
some regions, such as highland Ethiopia,

sustained very procluctive agriculture, elsewhere a variety of factors generated lower
crop yields and diminishecl soil fertility. These included hear.y bllt sometines-
erratic rainfall fiequently followed by long dry seasons and the leaching of nutrients
from often very ancient soi1s. Climatic conditions also spawned nlrmerous disease-

cartying insects and parasites, which have long createcl serious health problems in
tnany parts of the continent. It was within these environmental constraints that
Afican peoples made their histories. In several distinct regions of the continenc-
the upper Nile Valley, northern Ethiopia/Eritrea, and the Niger River valley-
small civilizations flourished during the second-wave era, while others followed
later. A further African civilization falling partly within this time period grew Lrp

along the East African coast in conjunction with Indian Ocean commerce. I{nown
as Swahili civilization, it is treated in greater detail in Chapter 7.

E@
Expect the AP@ exam

to ask you to iden-
tify political, social,

and economic con-
nections between
major regions.
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Mero'ë: Continuíng a NíleVølley Cíuílízatíon

In the Nile Vailey south of Egypt lay the iands of Nubian civilization, almost as

old as Egypt itself. Over many centuries, Nubians both traded and fought with
Egypt, and on one occasion the Nubian I(ngdorn of Kush conquered Egypt and

ruled it for a century. (See Zooming In: Piye, page 236.) While borrowing heavily

from Egypt, Nubia remained a distinct and separate civilization. As Egypt fell increas-

ingly under foreign control, Nubian civilization came to center on the southern

city of Meroë (MER-oh-ee), where it flourished between 300 s.c.n. and 100 c.¡.

þee Map 6.1).

Politically, the Kingdom of Meroë was governed by an all-powerful and sacred

monarch, a position helcl on at least ten occasions by women, governing alone or

I CONNECTION

How did the history of

as co-rulers with a male monarch. Unlike the female pharaoh Hatshepsr.rt in Egypt,

who was portrâyed in male clothing, Meroë queens appeared in sculptures as

Know the ways

that civilizations
influenced each

other across place

and time.

Guided Reading
Question

Meroë and Axum reflect

interaction with neighbor-

ing civilizations?

A Bracelet from Meroë
This gold bracelet, dating to about 1 00 B.c.E., iìlustrates the skill of lVeroë's craftsmen as well as lhe

kingdom's reputation as one of the wealthiest states of the ancient world, The bracelet's depiclion

of a seated Hathor, a popular Egyptian goddess, shows the influence of Egyptian culture in Nubia.

(Bracelet with an image of Hathor, from Pyramid B, Gebel Barkal, Nubia, Meroitic Period, 250-100 a.c. lgold and

enamell, Nubian/Museum of Fine Arls, Boston, Massachusetts, UsAJHarvard University-Boston Museum of Fine

Arts Expedition/Bridgeman lmages)

women and with a prominence and power equivalent to their male counterparts.

In accordance with ancient traditions, such rulers were buried along with a num-
ber of human sacrificial victims. The city of Meroë and other urban centers housed

a wide variety of economic specialties-merchants, weavers, potters, and masons,

as well as servânts, laborers, and slaves. The smelting of iron and the manufacture

of iron tools and weapons were especially prominent industries. The rural areas

surrounding Meroë were populated by peoples who practiced some combination
of herding and farming ancl paicl periodic tribute to the ruler. Rainfall-based agri-

culture was possible in Meroë, and

consequently farmers were less

dependent on irrigation. This
meant that the rural popuiation did
not need to concentrate so heavily

near the Nile as wâs the case in
Egypt'

The wealth and rnilitary powel'

of Meroë derived in part from
extensive long-distance tracling con-
nections, to the no1'th via the Nile
and to the east and west by means

of canrel câravans. Its iron weap-

ons and cotton cloth, as well as its

access to gold, ivory, tortoiseshells,

and ostrich feathers, gave Meroë a

reputation for great riches i.n the
world of northeastern Africa and

the Mediterrânean. The discovery
in Meroë of a statue of the Roman
emperor,\ugustus, probably seized

during a raid on Roman Egypt,
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Map 6.1 Africa in the Second-Wave Era

During the second-wave era, older African civilizations such as Egypt and Nubia persisted and
changed, whiie new civilizations emerged in Axum and the Nrger River valley. South of the equator,
the process of Bantu expansion created many new societies and ident¡ties.

testifies to contact with the Mediterranean world. Culturally, Meroë seemed to
move away from the heavy Egyptian influence of earlier times. ,\ local lion god,
Apedemek, grew more prominent than Egyptian deities such as Isis and Osiris,
while the use of Egyptian-style writing declined as a new and still-uncleciphered
Meroitic script took its piace.



Piye, Kushite Conqueror of E$ypt

I\uring the eighth century ß.c.8., a remarkable rever-

lJrrt tå'ot ptrJ. in northeastern Afüca. The ancient

Kingdom of Kush ûr the southern Nile Valley, long

under the control of Egypt, conquered its former ruler

and governed it for a century. The prirnary agent of that

turnabout was Piye, a Kushite ruler (r. 752-721 n.c.r.),
who recorded his great victory in a magnificent inscrip-

tion that provides some hints about his own personality

and outlook on the world.3

The very beginning of the inscription discloses Piye's

selÊimage, for he declares himself a "divine emanation,

living image of Atum," the Egyptian creator-god closely

connected to kingship. Like most of the Kushite elite,

Piye had thoroughly assimilated much of Egyptian cul-
ture and religion, becoming perhaps "more Egyptian

than the Egyptians."a Even the inscription was written
in hieroglyphic Egyptian and in the sryle of earlier pha-

raohs. Who better then to revive an Egypt that, over

the past several centuries, had become hopelessly frag-

mentecl and that also had neglected the worship of
Amun? Thus Piye's conquest reflected the territorial

ambitions of I(ush's "Egyptianized" rrrlers, a sense of
divinely inspired mission to set things right in Egypt, and

the opportuniry presented by the sorry state ofEgyptian
politics.

If we are to believe the inscription, Piye went to war

reluctantly and only in response to requests from various

Egyptian "princes, counts, and generals." Furthennore,

he was careful to pay respect to the gods all along the

way. After celebrating the new year in 730 r.c.E., Piye

departed from his capital of Napata and rnade an initial
stop in Thebes, a southern Egyptian ciry ah'eady con-

trolled by Kushite forces. There he took part in the

annual Opet Festival, honoring Amun, his wife Mut
(Egypt's nother goddess), and their ofspring Khonsu,

associated with the moon. Moving north, Piye then laid

siege to Hemropolis, located in rniddle Egypt. From a

high tower, archers poured arrows into the ciry and

"slingers" hurled stones, "slaying people among them

daily," according to the inscription. Soon the ciry had

become "foul to the nose," and its ruler, Prince Namlot,

prepared for surrender. He sent his wife and daughter,

lying on their bellies, to plead with the women in Piye's

entourage, begging then to intercede with Piye, which
they did. Grandly entedng the ciry, Piye went first to the

temple of the chief god, where he offered sacrifices of
"bulls, calves and fowl." To establish his authority, he

then "entered every chamber of [Namlot's] house, his

treasury and his magazines." Piye pointedly ignored the

women of Narnlot's harem when they greeted hiur "in

In the centuries following 100 c.E., the Kingdom of Meroö declined, in part

because of deforestation caused by the need for wood to make charcoal for smeiting

iron. Furthermore, as Egyptian trade with the ,\frican interior switched from the

Nile Valley route to the Red Sea, the resources available to Meroë's rulers dimin-
ished and the state weakened. The effective end of the Meroë phase of Nubian

civilization came with the kingdom's conquest in the 340s c.n. by the neighboring

and rising state of Axum. In the centuries that followed, three separate Nubian

states emerged, and Coptic (Egypcian) Christianiry penetrated the region. For

almost a thousand years, Nubia was a Christian civilization, using Greek as a liturgi-
cal language and constructing churches in Coptic or Byzantine fashion. After 1300

or so, political division, Arab immigration, and the penetration of Islam eroded this

Christian civilization, and Nubia became part of the growing world of Islam (see

Chapter 10).

236
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the uranner of women." Yet in the stable, he r,vas moved once rrrler of a small Kushite kingdom, found himself
by the suffedng of the horses. He seized Namlor's posses- masrer of all Egypt.
sions for his treasury and assigned his enerny's grain to And then, surprisingly, he deparred, leaving his under-
the temple of Aurun. lings in charge and his sister as the high priestess and rvife

And so it went as Piye moved northward. Many cities of Amun in Thebes. His ships "were laden with silver,
capitulated without resistance, offering their treasure to gold, copper, clothing, and everything of the Northland,
the Kushites. Presenting himself as a just and generous every product of Syria, and all sweet woods of God's
conqueror, Piye declared that "not Land [Egypt]. His majesry sailed
a single one has been slain

therein, except the ene-
up-streâm, with glad heart."

Never again did Piye
rnies who blasphemed
against the god, who
were dispatched as

rebels." However, it
was a different story
when he arrived outside the major norrh Egyprian ciry
of Memphis, then ruled by the Libyan chieftain TeÊ
nakht. There "a mukitude of people were slair.r" before
Tefìrakht was induced to suuender. He sent an envoy
to Piye to deliver an abject and humiliating speech: "Be
thou appeased! I have not beheld thy face for shame; I
cannot stand before thy flame, I tremble at thy might."
The city was ritually cleansed; proper respect was paid
to the gods, who confirmed Piye's kingship; and rribute
was collected. Soon all resistance collapsed, and piye,

set foot in Egypt,
preferring to live out

his days in his native

country, where he was

buried in an Egyptian-
style pyramid. But he had laid the foundation for a cenrury
of I{ushite rule in Egypt, reunifying that ancient counrry,
reinvigorating the cult of ,{mun, and giving expression
to the vitality of an importanr Afücan civilization.

Questions: How did Piye understand himself and his actions in
Egypt? How might ancient Egyptians or modern historians view
his conquests?

plroto:Janrcs Henry Brcasted, The Piarkhí Stetn, Åiltìert Re.orils qlfEJ)?f (Cfiicago,
1906), Part lV, 816f/Visoal Connection Archive

l|lEtrtitñr.r
The development
and spread of
Christianity is a

key element in this
course.

The stele of Piye, showing Piye ro the right of the seated god
Amun, receiving the surrender of his Egyptian enemies,

while below defeated rulers prostrate themselves before him.

Axum: The Makíng of a Chrìstíøn Kíngilom
If Meroë representeci the continuation of an old,\fiicanlNubian civilization, Axu¡r
marked the emergence of a new one. (For various accounts about or from Axum,
see 

'working wirh Evidence: Axum and the 'world, 
page 265.) Axum lay in the

Horn of Afiica, in what is now Erirrea and norrhern Ethiopia (see Map 6.1). Its
econor-nic foundation was a highly productive agriculture that used a plow-based
farming system, unlike mosr of rhe rest ofAfìica, which relied on rhe hoe or digging
stick. Axum's agricultr-rre generated substantial amounts of wheat, barley, ¡rillet,
and tefl a highly nutritious grain unique to that region. By 50 c.r. or so, â substan-
tial state had emergecl, stimulated by its participation in the rapiclly increasing Red
Sea and Indian ocean corrrmerce, which was itself a product of growing Roman
demand for Indian pearls, textiles, and especially pepper. At Adulis, then the largesr
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The Columns of Axum

Dating to the time when Axum first encountered Christianity (300-

500 c.e,), this column, measuring some seventy-nine feet tall,

port on the East,tfrican coast, a wide range of merchants

sought the products of the African interior-animal hides,

rhinoceros horn, ivory, obsidian, tortoiseshells, and slaves.

Taxes on this trade provided a major source of revenue for

the Axumite state and the complex society that grew up

within it. Thus the decline of Meroê and the rise of Axum

were both connected to changing patterns oflong-distance

colnmerce.
The interior capital cify, also known as Axum, was a

center of monumental building and royal patronage for

the arts. The most famous structures were huge stone obe-

lisks, which most likely marked royal graves. Some ofthem
were more than 100 feet tall and at the time were the larg-

est stntctures in the world hewn from a single piece ofrock.

The language used ât court, in the towns, and for com-

merce was Ge'ez, written in a script derived from South

Arabia. The Axumite state exercised a measure of control

over the mostly Àgaw-speaking people of the country

through a loose administrative structure focusing on the

collection of tribute payments. To the Romans, Axum was

the third major empire within the world they knew, fol-
lowing their own and the Persian Empire'

Through its connections to Red Sea trade and the

Roman world, particularly Egypt, Axum was introduced

to Christianity in the fourth century c.n. Its monarch at

the time, Kíng Ezana, adopted the new religion about

probably served as a funeral monument for the kingdom's ancient the same time as Constantine did in the Roman Empire.
rulers. (McPhotoizAD/asefotostock) Earþ in his reign, the kingdom,s coins featured images of

gods derived from southern Arabia, while by the end, they were inscribed with the

Christian cross. Supported by royal authoriry, Christianiry took root in Axum,

linking that kingdom religiously to Egypt, where a distinctive Christian Church

known as Coptic was already well established. (See Chapter 4, page 176, and Chap-

rer 10, page 41,4.) Although Egypt subsequently became largely Islamic, reduc-

ing its Christian communiry to a small minority, Christianiry maintained a domi-

nant position in the mountainous terrain of highland Ethiopia and in the earþ

twenfy-fìrst century still represents the faith of perhaps 60 percent of the country's

population.
During the fourth through the sixth centuries c.8., Axum mounted a campaign

ofimperial expansion rhat took its forces into the Kingdom ofMeroö and across the

Red Sea inro Yemen in South Arabia. By 571, the traditional date for the birth of
Muhammad, an Axumite army, including a number of African war elephants, had

reached the gates of Meóca, but it was afairly short-lived imperial venture. The

next several centuries were ones of decline for the Axumite state, owing partly to
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envirotlnental char-iges, such as soil exhaustion, erosion, and cleforestation, brought
about by intensive farr-ning. Equally important was the rise of Islam, which aiterecl
trade routes and climinished the revenue available to the Axumite state. Its last coins
were stl:uck in the early seventh centlrry. 'When the state revivecl several centuries
later, it was centered farther south on thc- Ethiopian plateau. In rhis new location,
there emergecl the Chl:istian Church ancl the state rhat present-clay Ethiopia has
inherited, but the link to a'cient Axum was long remembered and reverecl.

With their long-clistance trading connectiorls, urban centers, centralizecl states,
conplex societies, mouumental architecture, written languages, and imperial ambi-
tions, both Meroë and Axttm paraileled on a smaller scale the major Gatures of the
second-wave civilizations of Eurasia. Furtherlnore, both were in direct contact
with the woild of Mediterranean civilizations. Across the continent in'West Afì-ica,
a rather different civilization took shape.

Along the Níger Ríuer: Cítíes wíthout States

The rniddle stretches of the Niger River in West Afiica witnessed rhe ernergence
of a remarkable ur-banization (see Map 6.1 , page 235). A prolonged dry period c|.rr-
ing the five centr-rries after 500 r.c.E. brought growing numbers of people fì-om the
southern Sahara into the fertile lloodplain of the midclle Niger in search of more
reliable access to water. Acconìpanying them wel:c- their domesticated cattle, sheep,
ancl goats; their agricultural skills; and their ironwor:king technology. over many
centuries (roughly 300 ¡.c.E.-900 c.n.), the peoples of this region creared a clistinc-
tive city-basecl civilization. The llost fully studied of the urban clusrers that grew
up along the middle Niger was the city ofJen'e-jeno (ihn-Ay jihn-OH), which
at its high point probably housed more rhan 40,000 people.

Among the most distinctive features of the Niger Valley civilization was the
apparent absence of a corresponding state structllre. unlike the cities of Egypt,
china, the Roman Enpire, or Axum, these middle Niger r-rrban centers were not
encompassecl rt ithin some larger imperial system. Nor were they like the city-stâtes
of ancient Mesopotamia, in which each city had its own centralizecl political str:r-rc-

ture, embodiecl in a monarch and his accompanying bureaucracy. According to a

leacling historian of the region, they were "cities withour citadels," cornplex ur-ban
centers that apparently operated without the coercive authority of a state, for arche-
ologists have for-rnd in their remains few signs of despotic power, widespread war-
fare, or deep social inequalities.5 In this respect, thesc- urban centers resenrble the eaily
cities of Norte Chico or the Indus Va1ley civilization, where likewise little archeo-
logical evidence of centralizecl srare structures has been found (see chapter 2).

In place of such hierarchical organization, Jenne-jeno and other cities of the
region emerged as clusters of economically specialized settlements surrouncling a

larger central town. The ear'liest and most prestigious of these specializecl occupations
was iron smithing. 'Working with fire and earth (or:e) to produce this highly useful
netal, the smiths of the Niger Valley were both feared and reverecl. Archeologist

t@il
Know the features
of the West African
kingdoms, including
their resources and
major trade cities.

Guided Reading
Question

ÊTi i:i.:.i ¡lll,; ii.liì¡

How does the experience of
the Niger Valley challenge

conventional notions of
" civilization " ?
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Terra-Cotta Statue from Jenne-ieno

The artistic tradition of Niger Valley civilization includes a number of terra-cotta

couples, reflectlng perhaps the emphasis on the separate but complementary roles

of men and women in much of African thought. Thìs statue and otheß like it date

to sometime after the twelfth century and may express the resistance of an ìndige-

nous tradition to the growing penetration of lslam. (Entwistle Gallery, London, Ull
Werner Forman/Art Resource, NY)

Be sure you know
important trade
networks a€ross

Roderick Mclntosh, a leading fìgure in the exca-

vation ofJenne-jeno, argued that "their knowl-
edge of the transforming arts-earth to metai,

insubstantial fìre to the mass of iron-was the

key to a secret, occult realm of immense power

and immense danger."('

Other specializations followed. Villages of
cotton .weavers, potcers, leather workers, and

griots (praise-singers who preserved and recited

the oral traditions of their societies) grew up

around the centrai towns. Gradually these urban

artisan communities became occupational castes,

whose members passed their jobs and skills to

their children and could marry only within their

own grollp. In the surrounding rural areas, as in
all urban-based civilizations, farmers tilled the

soii and raised their animals, but specialization

also occurred in food production as various eth-

nic groups focused on fishing, rice cultivali.on,

or some other agricultural pursuit. At least for a

time, these middle Niger cities represented an

African alternative to an oppressive state, which
in many parts of the wor'ld accompanied an

increasingly complex urban economy and soci-

ety. A series of distinct and specialized economic

groups shared authority and voluntarily used the

serwices of one another, while maintaining their

own identities through physical separation.

Accompanying this unique urbanization, and

no doubt stimulating it, was a growing netr,vork of
indigenous West African commerce. The middle

Niger floodplain supported a rich agriculture and

contained clay for pottery, but it lacked stone, iron ore, salt, and fuel. This scarcity

of resources wâs the basis for a long-distance commerce that operated by boat along

the Niger River and overland by donkey to the north and south. Iron ore from

more than 50 miles away, copper from mines 200 miles distant, gold from even

more distant sources, stones and salt from the Sahara-al1 of these items have been

found inJenne-jeno, exchanged no doubt for grain, fish, smoked meats, iron imple-

ments, and other staples. Jenne-jeno itself was an important transshipment point in

this commerce, in which goods were transferred from boat to donkey or vice versa.

By the 500s c.s., there is evidence of an even wider commerce, and at least indi-

place and time. rect contact, frorn Mauritania in the west to present-dây Mali and Burkina Faso in

the east.

AP@ EXAM TIP
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In the second millennium c.E., new historicai patterns developed in West Africa
(see Chapter 7). A number of large-scale states or empires emerged in the region-
Ghana, Mali, and Songhay, among the most well-known. At least parrially respon-
sible for this development was the flor"rrishing of a camel-borne trans-Saharan com-
merce, previor-isly but a trickle across the grear desert. ,\s West Africa became more
firnr1y connected to North Africa and the Mediterranean, Islam penetrated the region,
marking a gradual but major cultural transformation. ,tll of this awaited West Af ica
in later centuries, subr-nerging, but not complerely elirninating, the decentralized
city life of the Niger Valley.

Civilizations of Mesoamerica
'Westward 

across the Atlantic Ocean lay an altogether separate world, later known
as the Americas. Although geography encouraged some interaction between Afri-
can and Eurasian peoples, the Atlantic ancl Pacific oceans ensured that the cultures
and societies of the Western Hemisphere operated in a wor'ld apart fì'om their Afi-o-
Eurasian counterparts. Nor were the cultures of the Americâs stimulated by the kind
of tuitful interaction among their own peoples that played such an important role
in the Eastern Hemisphere. Nothing similar ro rhe conracr berween Egypt and Mes-
opotamia, or Persia and the Greeks, or the extensive communication along the Silk
Road trading network, enriched the two mâjor centers of civilization in the Amer-
icas-Mesoamerica and the Andes-which had little if any direct contact with each

other.
Another geographic feature that distinguishecl these centers of civilization from

those in the Afro-Eurasian world was their rugged mountainous terrain. Sharp
changes in the landscape ascending from sea level to sumrlit gave rise to ân enor-
mous range of microclimates as well as great ecological and biological diversity. Arid
coastal environments, steamy lowiand rain forests, cold and windy highland pla-
teaus cut by numerous mountâins and valleys-all of this was often encompassecl

in a relatively small area. Such conditions contributed to substancial linguistic and
ethnic diversiry and to the development of many disrinct and competing cities,
chiefcloms, and states. It also meant that stâtes, and sometimes individual families,
sought "vertical integration," an effort to control a variety of ecological zones
where a number of different crops and animals could flourish.

Finally, the remarkable achievements of early American civilizations and cultures
occurred without the many large clomesticated animals or ironworking technolo-
gies that were so important throughout the Eastern Hemisphere. In the Andes, an
important exception to this generalízatíon involved the domestication of the llama
and alpaca, which offered food, fiber, and transport for the civilizations of that region
and in a few places provided for a time the basis for largely pastoral communities.

Accounts of pre-Columbian American societies often focus primarily on the
Aztec and Inca empires (see Chapter 12), yet these impressive creations, flourish-
ing in the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, were but the latest in a long line

Pay close attention
to these explana-
tions of differences
between the rise

of civilizations in
Afro-Eurasia and
the Americas.
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You must know
the location and

features of the
Mesoamerican and

Andean civilizations
in the classical era.

of civilizations that preceded them in Mesoamerica and the Andes, respectively.

These two regions housed the vast majority of the popr-ilation of the Americas.

Here the historical spotlight focuses on the long period following the First Civiliza-
tions of the Olmecs and Norte Chico but prececling the Aztecs ancl Incas, roughly

500 ¡.c.¡. to 1300 c.E.

The region housing Mesoamerican civilizations stretched from central Mex-
ico to northern Centrai America. Despite its environmental and ethnic diversity,

Mesoamerica was also a clistinct region, bound together by elements of a com-

mon cnlture. Its many peoples shared an intensive agricultural technology devoted

to raising maize, beans, chili peppers, and squash. They prepared maize in a ciistinc-

tive and highly nutritious fashion and based their economies on market exchange.

They practiced religions featuring a similar pantheon of male ancl ferlale cleities,

unclerstood time as a cosmic cycle of creation and clestruction, practiced human

sacrifice, and constructed monumental ceremonial centers. Furthermore, they

employecl â co111111o11 ritual calendar of 260 days and hieroglypl-ric writing, ancl

they interacted fr-equently among themselves. Dr.rring the frrst millenniuln n.c.e.,

for example, the various small states and chiefcloms of the region, particulârly

the Olmec, exchanged a number of luxr-rry goods r-rsed to clisplay social status ancl

for ritual purposes-jade, serpentine, obsidian tools, ceramic pottery, shell orna-

ments, stingrây spines, ancl turtle shells. As a result, âspecls of Olmec cuhure, such

âs artistic styles, temple pyramids, the calendar system, and rituals involving human

Although civiliza-
tions around the
world rose and fell
at different times,
they shared many

features. Under-
standing the time
frames of major
movements is using

the historical skill

of periodization.

sacrifice, spread widely throughout Mesoamerica and

influenced many of the civilizations that followed.

Map 6.2 Civilizations of Mesoamerica

Durìng the second-wave era, lVaya civillzation and the large

city of Teotihuacán represented the most prominent features
of Mesoamerican civilizalion.

The Møya: Wrítíng ønilWarfare

Among Mesoamerican civilizations, rlone has attracted

more attention than that of the Maya. Scholars have

traced the beginnings of the Maya people to cereûìo-

niai centers constmcted as earþ as 2000 s.c.e. in present-

day Guatemala and the Yucatán region of Mexico (see

Map 6.2). During the fìrst nrillennium B.c.E., a nutnber

of substantial urban centers with concentratecl popu-
lations and monumental architecture hacl emerged in
the region. In northern Guatemala, for example, the

archeological site of El Mirador was home to tens of
thousancls of people, a pyramid/temple said by some

to be the largest in the world, and a stone-carved

frieze clepicting the Maya creation story known as the

Popul Vuh.
But it was cluring a later phase of Maya civilization,

between 250 ancl 900 c.E., that their most well-known
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Sphere of influence
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cuitural achievements emerged. Intellectuals, probably priests, developed â mathe-
matical system that included the concept of zero and place notation and was capable

of conplex calculations. They combined this mathematical ability with careful
obselation of the night skies to plot the cycles of planets, to predict eclipses of the
sun and the moon, to construct elaborate calendars, and to calculate accurately the
length of the solaryear. The distinctive art of the Maya elite was likewise inrpres-
sive to later observers.

Acconpanying these intellectual and artistic achieventents was the creâtion of
the most elaborate writing system in the Americas, which used both pictographs
and phonetic or syllabic elements. Carved on stone and writren on bark pâper or
deerskin books, Mayan writing recorded historical events, nasses of astronomicâl
data, and religious or mythological texts. Temples, pyramicls, palaces, and public
plazas abounclecl, graced with painted murals and endless stone carwing. It is not
surprising that early scholars viewed Maya civllization somewhat romanrically as a

peaceful society led by gentle stargazing priest-kings devoted ro remple building
ancl intellectual pursr-rits.

The economic foundations for these cultural achievements were embeclcled in
an "almost totally engineered landscape."T The Maya drained swamps, terraced
hillsides, flattened ridgetops, and constructed an elaborare water-manâgement sys-

tem. Much of this underpinned a flourishing agriculture, which supportecl a very
rapidly growing ancl dense population by 750 c.e. This agriculture sustained sub-
stantial elite classes of nobles, priests, merchants, architects, and sculptors, as well as

specialized aftisans producing pottery, tools, and cottol-ì rexriles. And it was sufiì-
ciently productive to fi'ee a large labor force for work on the many public structures
that continue to ântazc colltelììporary visitors.

The earlier rornantic view of Maya civilization changed as scholars realized
that its many achievements took piace within a highly fragmented political sysrem
of city-states, local lords, and regional kingdoms with no central authority, with
fi:equent warfare, and with the extensive capture and sacrifice of prisoners. The
larger political units of Maya civilization were densely populatecl urban ancl cere-
moniai centers, ruled by powerful kings and on a few occasions queens. They were
divine rulers or "state shamans" ablc' to mediate between hum¿nkind and the super-
nâturâl. One of these cities, Tikal (tee-KAHL), contained perhaps 50,000 people,
with another 50,00ii or so in the surrounding counrryside, by 750 c.e. (See the
chapter-opening photo, page 228, of a tenrple fioln Tikal.) Some of these ciry-srates

had imperial ambition, but none succeeded in creating a unifiecl Maya empire. Vari-
olls centers of Maya civilization rose and feil; fluctuating alliances among them alter-
nated with periocls of sporadic war-fare; rr-rling families intermarriecl; the elite classes

sought luxury goods fron-i far away-jade, gold, shells, Gathers from exotic birds,
cacao-to bolster their authority and status. In its political dimensions, Maya civili-
zation more closely resernbled the competing city-states of ancient Mesopotamia or
classical Greece than the imperial strllctLrres of Rome, Persia, or China.
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Know the main fea-
tures of the Maya

civilization.

Guided Reading
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t (OMPARISül'l

With what Eurasian civiliza-

tions might the Maya be

compared?
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l3ut large parts of that imposing civilization collapsed with a completeness and

finality rare in world history. Clearly, this was not a single or uniform phenome-

non, as floudshing centers of Maya civilization persisted in the northern Yucatán,

and many Maya survivecl to fight the Spanish in tÌre sixteenth centr-rry. But in the

southern regions where the collapse was most complete, its outcomes were devas-

tating. In less than a centLlry following the onset of a long-term drought in 840, the

population of the low-1ying southern heartland of the Maya clropped by [ì5 percent

or more as famine, epidemic, and fratricidal warfal'e reaped a horrific to1l. It was a

catastrophe from which there was no recoverJ. Elements of Maya culture survivecl

in scattered settlenents, but the great cities were deserted, and large-scale construc-

tion and artistic work ceased. The last date inscribed in stone corresponcls to 909 c.E.

As a complex civilization, the Maya had passed into history.

Explaining this remarkable demise has long kept scholars guessing, with recent

accounts focusing on ecological ancl political factors. Rapid population growth after

600 c.¡. pushed total Maya numbers to perhaps 5 million or 1llore aud soon out-
strippecl available resources, resulting in cleforestation and the erosion of hillsides.

Uncler such conditions, climate change in the form of proionged droughts in the

800s may well have placecl r-rnbearable pressures on Maya society. Political disunity

and endemic rivalries, long a prominent feature of Maya civilization, prevented a

coorclinated and effective response to the emerging catastrophe. 
-Warfare in fact

became more frequent as coûrpetition for increasingly scarce land for cultivation

became sharper. Rulers dependent on ritual splenclor for their legitimacy competed

to nlount ever lnore elaborate temples, palaces, and pageants, requiring more labor

and raxes fiom their subjects ancl tribute fi'om their enemies. 'Whatever the precise

explanation, the Maya collapse, like that of the Romans and others, illustrates the

fragility of civilizations, whether they are emboclied in large empires or organized

in a more decentralized fashion.

Guided Reading

Question

Tþotíhuacån: The Amerícas' Greatest City
At roughly the same time as the Maya flourished in the southern regions of Meso-

america, the giant city of Teotihuacán (tay-r-rh-tee-wah-KAHN) was also thriving
further north in the Valley of Mexico. Begun arouncl 150 ¡.c.E. ancl apparently built
to a plan rather than evolving haphazardly, the ciry carlle to occupy about eight

square miles and by 550 c.E. had a population variottsly estimatecl between 100,000

and 200,000. It was by far the largest urban complex in the Americas at the time

and one of the six largest in the worlcl. Beyoncl this, much about Teotihuacán is

unknown, such as its originai name, the language of its people, the kind of govern-

lrrent that ordered its life, ancl the precise func¡ion of its many deities.

Physically, the city was enormously impressive, replete with broad âvenlles,

spacious plazas, huge marketplaces, temples, palaces, âpârtment corlplexes, slums,

waterways, reservoirs, drainage systems, and colorful murals. Along the main north/
south boulevard, now known as the Street of the Dead, were the grand honres of

üi{t¡!1{l!rt {l{il{
ln what ways did Teoti-

huacán shape the history

of Mesoamerica?

You should be able

to compare the fea-

tures and functions
of major classical-

era cities, such as

Teotihuacán and
Jenne-jeno in this
chapter.



Teotihuacán
Taken from the summit of the Pyramid of the Moon, this photograph looks down the famous Avenue of the Dead to
the Pyramid of the Sun in the upper left. (Alison wrighvscience Source)

the elite, the headquarters of stâte âLlthorities, many temples, and two giant pyra-
mids. One of them, the Pyramid of the Sun, had been constructed over ân ¡ncien¡
tunnel leading to a cave and may well have been regarded as the site of crearion
itself, the birthplace of the sun ancl the moon. At the Temple of the Featherecl
Serpent, archeologists have found the rerlains of some 200 people, their hands and
arms tiecl behincl them; they were the âppârently unwilling sacrificial victinrs rueant
to accompâny the high-ranking persons buried there into the afterlife.

Offthe main avenues in a grid-like pattern of streets lay thorisands of residential
apârtment compouncls, home to the city's colrtllloners, each with its own kitchen
area, sleeping quarters, courtyarcls, ancl shrines. In these compounds, perhaps in
groups of related families or lineages, lived many of the farmers who tiliecl the lands

outside the city. Thousands of Maya specialists-masons, leather workers, potters,
constrlrctioll laborers, merchants, civil servants-also nrade their homes in these

apârtments. So too did skilled makers of obsidian blacles, who pliecl their tracle in
hundrecls of separate workshops, generating prodLlcts that were in great clemancl

throughout Mesoamerica. At least two small sections of the city were reserved
exclusively for foreigners.

Builclings, both public and private, were decorated with rnural paintings, sculp-
tttres, and carvings. Many of these works of art display abstract geometric ancl styl-
izecl images. Others depict gods ancl godclesses, arrayed in various forms-feathered
serpents, starfish, jaguars, l1owers, ancl warriors. One set of murals shows happy
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You should know
that monumental
arch¡tecture was a
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civilizations around
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classical era.
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Study similarities
and differences be-

tween the city-state
of Teotihuacán and
those in Greece in

the classical era.

people câvorting in a paraclise of irrigated fields, playing games, singing, and chasing

butterflies, which were thought to represent the souls of the dead. Another, how-
ever, portrays dancing warriors cartying elaborate curved knives, to which were

attached bleecling human hearts.

The art of Teotihuacán, unlike that of the Maya, has revealed few images of
selÊglorifiuing rulers or individuals. Nor dicl the ciry have a tradition of written pub-
lic inscriptions as the Maya dicl, although a number of glyphs or characters indicate

at least a limited form of writing. One scholar has suggested that "che rulers of
Teotihuacán might have intentionally avoidecl the personaliry cult of the dynastic

art and writing" so characteristic of the Maya.s Perhaps those rulers constituted ân

oligarchy or council of high-ranking elites rather than a single monarch.

Flowever it was governed, Teotihuacán cast a huge shadow over Mesoamerica,

particlllârly fron 300 to 600 c.E. A core region of perhaps 10,000 sqLrâre miles was

administered directly fiom the city itself, while tribute was no doubt exacted from
other areâs within its broader sphere of influence. At a greater clistance, the power
of Teotihuacán's armies gave it a presence in the Maya heartland more than 600

miles to the east. At least one Maya city, Kaminaljuyír in lhe southern highlands,

was completeiy taken over by the Teotihuacán miiitary and organizeci as a colony.
In Tikal, a major lowlancl Maya city, in the year 378 r:.s., agents of Teotihuacán
apparently engineered a coup that placed a collaborator on the throne and turned
the city for a time into an ally or: a satellite. Elsewhere-in the Zapotec capital of
Monte Albán, for example-murals show unarmed persons fi'om Teotihuacán
engagecl in what seem to be more equal diplomatic relationships.

At least some of this political and n-rilitary activity was no doubt designed to

obtain, either by trade or by tribute, valued cotnmodities fi'om af¿r-food products,

cacao beans, tropical bird feathers, honey, sait, meclicinal herbs. The presence in
Teotihuacán of foreigners, perhaps rnerchants, fron'r the Gulf Coast anci Maya low-
lands, as well as much pottery fi'om those regions, provides further eviclence oflong-
distance trade. Moreover, the sheer size and prestige of Teotihuacán surely per-
suaded many, all across Mesoamer:ica, to imitate the architectural and ârtistic styles

of the city. Thus, according to a leacling scholar, "Teotihuacán meant something of
snrpassing in-rportance far beyond its core area."" Almost a thousand years after its

still-mysterious collapse aronncl 65() c.s., the great metropolis was dubbed Teoti-
huacán, the "city of the gods," by the peoples of the Aztec Empire.

Civllizations of the Andes
Yet another and quite sepârate center of civilization in the Americas lay in the dra-

nlatic lanciscape of tire Andes. Bleak cleserts along the coast sLlpportecl htulan habita-

tion only because they were cut by dozens of rivers flowing down fì'our thc' moun-
tains, oflering the possibility of irrigation and cultivation. The oflihore waters of the

Pacific Ocean also provided ¿ìn enorrnollsly rich marine environment with an enci-

less supply of seabirds and fish. The Ancles themselves, a towering tlountain chain

AP@ EXAM TIP



with many highland valleys, afforded nlrnerolrs distinct
ecological niches, depending on altitude. Anclean soci-
eties generally sought âccess to the resources of these

various environments through colonization, conqllest,
or trade-seafood fi"om the coastal regions; maize ancl

cotton fi-olrr lower-altitude valleys; potatoes, quinoa.
and pastureland for their llamas in the high plains;

tropical fiuits and coca leaves fì'om the moist eastern

slope of the Ancles and the aricl western slope as well
(see Map 6.3).

lllhe most well-known of the civilizations to take

shape in this environnerlt wâs that of the Incas, which
encourpassed practicaliy the entire region, some 2,500
lliles in length, in the fìfteenth century. Yet the Incas

representecl only the 111ost recent ancl the largest in a

long history of civilizations in the area.

The coastal region ofcentral Peru had in fact gen-
eratecl one of the world's Fir:st Civilizations, known as

Norte Chico, dating back to around 3000 n.c.E. (see

Chapter 2). During the two millennia between roughly
1000 ¡.c.s. and 1000 c.¡., a number of Anclean civili-
zations rose and passed away. Because none of them
had developed writing, historians are largely depen-
dent on archeoiogy for an understancling of these

civilizations.
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Map 6,3 Civilizations of the Andes
No single civilization dominated the Andes regron during the
second-wave era. Rather, a number of religious movements,
states, and empires rose and fell before the entire region was
encompassed by the Inca Empire in the fifteenth century.

Be aware of the
location and some

features of the
Chavín civilization.

Guided Reading

Question

;$:i I 'r; li;i ' i li;ii

What kind of influence did

Chavín exert in the Andes

region?

Chauín: A Pan-Andean Relígíous Mouement

In both the coastal and highland regions of Peru, archeologists have uncovered
nLrmerous local ceremonial centers or temple complexes, clating to between 2000
and 1000 e.c.¡. Then around 900 ¡.c.r., one of them, situared in the Anclean high-
lancls at a village called Chavín (cha-l3EEN) de Huántar, became the focus of a

religious nlovelllent that soon swept throlrgh both coastal and highlancl Peru, aided
by its strategic location on trade routes to both the coastal region to the \ /est and
the Amazon rain forest to the east.

I3y perhaps 750 s.c.¡., this small center had become a town of 2,000 to 3,000
people, with clear clistinctions between an elite class, wl-ro livecl in stone houses,

and ordinary people, with aclobe dwellings. An elaborate temple complex included
nLlmerous galler-ies, hidclen pâssagewâys, staircases, ventilâtion shafts, clrainage canals,

and distinctive caruings. Chavín artwork suggests inflnences fì'om both the deserr

coastal region and the rain forests. Major deities were representecl asjaguars, croco-
diles, and snakes, all of them native to the Amazon basin. Sharnans orpriests likely
made use of the San Pedro cactus, native to the Andes Mountains, employing its

/l

E Moche

Ir.,ffil wari

ffi Tiwanaku core area

I Tiwanakuareaof
influence

Chavín
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hallucinogenic propercies to penetrate the supernatural world. Some of the fantastic

artwork of this civilization-its jaguar-human images, for example-rnay well
reflect the visions ofthese religious leaders.

Over the next several centuries, this blended religious lrrovement provecl attrac-

tive across rnuch of Peru and beyond, as Chavín-sryle temple architecture, sculp-

ture, pottery, religious images, and paintecl textiles were wideiy imitated within the

region. Chavín itself became a pilgrimage site and perhaps a training center for initi-
ates. Although some eviclence suggests vioience and warfare, no Chavín "empire"

emerged. Instead, a widespread religious cult, erected on the back of a tracling net-
work, provided for the first time ancl for several centuries a measure of economic

and cultural integration to much of the Peruvian Andes.

Be sure you know
features of the
Moche civilization

Moche: A Ciuílízatíon of the Coøst

By 200 B.c.E., the pan-Andes Chavín cult had faded, replaced by a number of
regional civilizations. Among them, Moche (MOH-chee) civilization clearly stands

out. Dominating a 250-mile stretch of Peru's northern coast and incorporating

thirteen river valleys, the Moche people flourishecl between about 100 and 800 c.E.

Thcil econorny wes rooted in a conrplex irrigation systenr, requiring constant

nr"aintenance, which funneled runoff from the Ancles into ûelds of maize, beans,

and squash and acres of cotton, a1l fertilized by rich bird droppings called gllano.

Moche fishermen also harwested millions of anchovies from the bountiful Pacifìc.

Politicaily, Moche was governed by warrior-priests, some of whom lived atop

huge pyramids, the largest of which was constructed from 143 million surn-dried

bricks. There shaman-rulers, often under the influence of hallucinogenic drugs,

conducted ancient rituals that mediated between the wor'ld of humankind and that

of the gods. They also presidecl over the ritual sacrifìce of human victims, drawn

fì'om their nany prisoners of war, which became central to the politico-religious

life of the Moche. Images on Moche pottery show a ruler attired in a magnificent
Gather headdress and seated on a pyramid, while a parade of naked prisoners marches

past him. Other scenes of decapitation and dismemberment indicate the fate that

awaitecl those clestinecl for sacrifice. For lhese rulers, the Moche world was appar-

ently one of war, ceremony, and diplomacy.
The immense wealth of this warrior-priest elite and the exquisite artistry of

Moche craftsmen are reflected in the elaborate burials accorded the rr"rlers. (See

Zooming In: The Lord of Sipan and the Lady of Cao, page 250.) In the absence of
written texts, these artistic products are the most accessible aspect of Moche life,
and much of what scholars know about the Moche world derives from the superb

skill of its craftspeople, such as metalworkers, potters, weavers, ancl painters. Face

masks, fìgures of animals, small earrings, and other jewelry items, many piated in
gold, display amazing technical abilities and a striking artistic sensibility. Decorating
Moche ceramic pottery are naturalistic portraits of noble lords and rulers and images

fi'om the life of common people, including the blind and the sick. Battle scenes show

Guided Reading

Question

e¡t llT::,{ fi!tr M}lJ
What features of Moche

life characterize it as a

civilization?

AP@ EXAM TIP



warriors confronting their enemies with raised clubs. Erotic encounters between
men and women and gods making love to humans likewise represent comfiton
themes, as do grotesque images of the many Moche gods and goddesses. Much of
this, of course, reflects the cul¡ur:e of the Moche elite.'We know much less about
the daily life of the farmers, fishermen, weâvers, traders, construction workers, ancl

servants whose labor made that elite culture possible.

These cultural achievements, however, rested on fì'agile environmental founda-
tions, for the region was subject to drought, earthqllakes, ancl occasional torrentiai
rains associated with El Niño episodes (dramatic changes in weather patterns caused

by periodic warming ofPacific Ocean currents). During the sixth century c.E., sorre
combination of these forces caused extended ecological disruption, which seriously

nndermined Moche civilization. In these circumstances, the Moche were vulner-
able to aggressive neighbors and possibly to internal social tensions as well. I3y the

end of the eighth century c.E., that civilization had passed into history.

Wørí ønilTíutanaka: Empíres of the Interíor
Far more than the Moche and other coastal civilizations, the interior empires of
Wari (wah-ree) and Tiwanaku provided a meâsllre of political integration and cul-
tural commonality for the entire Anclean region. Growing ont of ancient settle-
ments, these two states flourished between 400 and 1000 c.n., Wari in the northern
highlands and Tiwanaku to the south. Both were centerecl in large urban capitals,

marked by monumental architecture and stratified populations numbering in the

tens of thousancls. I3oth governments collected surplus food in warehouses as an

insurance against times of drought ancl famine.

But neither state controlled a continuous band of territory. Adapting to their
vertical environment, both empires establishecl colonies at lower elevations on the

eastern ancl western slopes of the Andes as well as throughoi-rt the highlands, seek-

ing access to resources such as seafood, n:ratze, chili peppers, cocoa, hall-rcinogenic
plants, obsidian, ancl feathers from tropical birds. Caravans of llamas linkecl distant

centers, allowing the exchange and redistribution of goocls, while the religious
prestige and ceremonial power of the capital city provided ftir:ther integration. Cul-
tural influences from the center, such as sryles of pottery and textiles, spread well
beyond the regions of direct political control. Similar religious symbols ancl ir-nages

prevailed in both places, including the ancient Andean StaffGocl, a deity portrayecl

with a staffin each hancl. Versions of this ir-nage have been found in Norte Chico,
Chavín, and Moche sites as well, suggesting a long-ternl continLlity in the religious
culture oItlle Andean regiorr.

llut \Vari and Tiwanaku were hardly carbon copies of each other.'Wari's agri-
culture employed an elaborate system of hillside terracing and irrigation. nsing snow-
melt fì'or-n the Andes. A seventeenth-century Jesuit nissionary thought the hillsides

of the Wari region "were covered with flights of stairs." Tiwanaku's highly produc-
tive farr-ning econonly, by contrast, utiiized a "raised field" system in which artificially
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u ilfis{RtP Itû¡.i
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of Wari and Tiwanaku ìn

the history of Andean

civilization?



I n the nrid- to late third cen-

| ,u," a.u., a pronrinent utatr

of Moche sociery died in what

is now Peru. We do not know
his narne, for a written language

was not a part of Moche life.

But since archeologists uncov-

ered his final resting place in
1987, scholars have learned a

great deal about hirn and about

his culture. He rvas five feet

four inches in height, relatively

tall for his time and place, and

was somewhere around forry
years of age. The condition of his

teeth and bones suggests that he ate a well-bal¿urced cliet

and probably performed little physical labot during his

life. The cause of his death is unclear, br.rt scholars think
that he rnay well have died of an epidemic disease during
â severe famine.

Much more obvious is his high social status, for which
he has been clubbed the Lorcl of Sipan, named for the

town in Peru where the archeological site is located.

Laid to rest in the ofiìcial and ceremonial finery he likely
donned in li[e, the Lord of Sipan was bedecked in gold.

He wore a huge gold crescent headdress, a gold face

mask, two necklaces with gold and silver beads in the

shape ofoversized peanuts, and gold earspools exquisitely

inlaid with turquoise; he had a gold warrior's shield on

his back and a golclen scepter

in his hand. Hundreds of pots

contained food and drink,
while 45 I cererlonial objects

also accompanied the burial.
Guarding the entrance to his

tomb was the skeleton of a nran

with his feet cut ofl presun-r-

ably to prevent hinr fronr
leaving his post. Buried with
the Lord of Sipan were six

other individuals: a young child
(perhaps his own?); two robust

rnen (perhaps ritually sacrificed

rvarriors?); and three young
women (perhaps his wives?). A dog, claimed by local

traditions to guide the dead into the afterworlcl, and

two llamas also attended the lord in death. In its archeo-

logical significance and its material splendor, this burial
site has been compared to that of Tutankhamen, the

young pharaoh ofEgypt. (See the photo ofhis burial site

above.)

Clearly, the Lord of Sipan was a very high-ranking
member of Moche's highly stratifìed society. Such lords

received food from their subjects, some of which they
passed on to lesser lords, and they had access to the rare

and prestigious objects created for them by Moche's

photo: O Karl Hcinz l\aach/laif/Redt¡x

The Lord of Sipan and the Lady of Cao

The Moche ruler in the center of the grave,
dating to about 250 c.8., was about forry
years old when he died and, at five feet
four inches, was quite tall for the time.

You should know
the general effects
of the fall of em-
pires ¡n the classical

era, like political
fragmentation,
discussed here.

elevated planting surfaces in swampy areas were separâted by small irrigation canals.

Tiwanaku, furthermore, has become famous for its elaborately fitted stone walls and

buildings, while Wari's tombs and temples were built of fìeldstone set in mud mortar
and covered with smooth plaster. Cities in the 

.Wari 
region seemed built to a com-

rrron plan and linked to the capital by a network ofhighways, which suggests a politi-
cal system more tightly controlled from the center than in Tiwanaku.r"

Despite these diflerences and a 300-mile common border, littie overt conflict
or warfare occurred between 

'Wari 
and Tiwanaku. In areas where the two peoples

lived near one another, they apparently did not mingle much. Tirey each spoke

their own language, wore different clothing, furnished lheir homes with clistinctive
goods, ancl looked to their respective capital cities for inspiration.250



immensely skillful artisans.

Various objects in the tomb
correspond closely to images

on Moche pottery and ternples

of prisoners being slaugl-rtered

and r warrior-priest collecting
and drinking their blood. Per-

haps the Lord of Sipan was one

such warrior-priest.
At the time the Lord of
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trvo nrassive lvar clrrbs and

trvenry-three spear thro$¡ers.

"The war clubs are cleal synr-

bols not only of combat but of
porver," declared one member

of the archeological tean-r.r I

So u'as the Lady of Cao a

local ruler in her own rigl-rt or
simply a wonr¿ìn fì'on-r an elite

family? The case for her politi-

What features common to all civilizations
can you identify in the civilizations of
Africa and the Americas? What distin-
gu¡shing features give each of them a

distinctive identity?

Sipan came to light, it rvas Object found in the tomb of the cal a¡d ¡eligio¡s role has been

widely assur.ned that the ruling Lady of Cao. st1'engthened by the subseque't
elite of Moche sociery was all discovery of eight more burials

male. Then in 2005, another remarkable burial site was of prominent Moche wonlen. One of them contained a

uncovered, contâining the intact body of a young woman tall silver goblet, very similar to those depicted in Moche
who had died in childbirth a¡ound 450 c.¡. r.vhile still in artistic scenes of ritual sacrifice and the consunlption of
her twenties. Now known as the Lady of Cao, she had blood. Some scholars suggest that Moche society was

been carefully r,vrapped in hundreds of yards of cotton highly decentralized, s'ith nlen in positiorrs of authoriry
strips, wore long braided hair, and bore numerous txctoos in some conununities and women in others. Thus the
of snakes, crabs, and spiders on hel amrs and legs. Accom- Lord of Sipar-r and the Lady of Cao, though living several

panying her was a huge collection ofelaborate grave hundred years âpârtr rnay have played equivalent roles in
goods indicating great wealth: fifteen elaborate necklaces, Moche society.

gold sewing needles, weaving tools, beautiful jewelry,
and a vessel depicting a nursing mother. But beyond Questions: What do we learn about Moche society from these

these feminine objects were more surprising signs of two figures? lf you could interview these individuals, what would

real power. Her nose rings featured designs of men you want to ask them? What might be inferred from these burials

rvielding war clubs and heacls being pecked by condors. about Moche understandings of the afterlife?

Tr'vo copper and r.vood stafß, symbols of authoriry, rvere

entonlbed with her, as 'uvell as many weapons, including photo: o EFE/Zuma press

In the several centuries following 1000 c.¡., both civilizations collapsed, their
itnpressive cities permanently abandonecl. What followed was a series of smalier

kingdoms, one of which evolved into the Inca Empire that gave to Andean civiltza-
tion a final and spectacular expression before all of the Ameri-
cas was swallowed Llp in ELrropean elnpires from across the sea.

The Incas themselves clearly drew on the legacy of 'Wari 
and

Tiwanaku, adopting aspects of their imperial models and sys-

tems of statecraft, builcling on the \Vari highway system, and

utilizing similar styles of dress and ârtistic expression. Such was

the prestige of Tiwanaku centuries after its collapse that the

Incas claimecl it as their place of origin.

PRACTICING AP@ HISTORICAL THINKING
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Alternatives to Civilization
'World 

historians are frequently occupiecl, sometimes almost preoccupied, with civi-
lizations, ancl understanclably so, since those urban and state-based communities

were clearly the most powerful, expansive, and innovative societies, later embrac-

ing almost the entire population of the planet. And yet it is useful to remind our-
selves that other ways of organizing human communicies evolvecl alongside civtliza-
tions, and they too made history. Two such regions were Africa south of the eqllator
and North America. They shared environments that featured plenty of land and

relatively few people comparecl to the greater population densities ancl pressure on

the land that characterizecl many civilizations. And a thircl was Pacifìc Oceania,

where smail numbers of people navigatecl a sea covering about one-third of the

world's surface, settled the mostly tiny specks of land that rose above the surface of
that ocean, and created there a remarkable range of human communities.

r@
Be sure you know
the migrations of
the Bantus over
time, their way
of life, and their
contributions to
the cultures of the
regions of sub-

Saharan Africa.

Bøntu Afríca : Cultural Encounters an¡l Socíøl Vøríøtíon

In the vast region of Africa sollth of the equâtor, the most significant deveiopment

during the second-wâve era involved the accelerating rnovement of Bantu-speaking

peoples, cultures, and technologies into the enormous subcontinent. That process

had begun r11any centlrries earlier, probably around 3000 s.c.¡., from a homeland

region in what are now southeastern Nigeria and the Cameroons. Over the iong
run, some 400 clistinct but closely related languages emerged, known collectively as

Bantu. By the first century c.E., agricultural peoples speaking Bantu languages and

now bearing an ironworking technology had largely occupiecl the forest regions of
equatorial Africa, and at least a few of them had probably reached the East African
coast. In the several centuries that followed, they established themselves quite rap-

idly in most of eastern and southern Africa (see Map 6.1, page 235), introdr-rcing

immense economic and curltural changes to a huge region of the continent.
ISantu expansion was not a conquest ol invasion such as that of Alexancler the

Great; nor was it a massive and selÊconscious migration like that of Europeans to

the Americas in more recent times. ll.ather, it was a slow movement of peoples,

perhaps a few extended famiiies at a time. And sometimes BantLl expansion was less

a movement of peopie than the diffusion of new patterns of living involving lan-
gllage, root crops, grains, sheep and cattle, pottery styles, and ironworking technol-
ogy. In this way, already-established communities could "become Bantu" without
the wholesale migration of or-rtsiders. Taken as a whole, these processes brought to
Africa south of the equator a measlrre of cultural and linguistic commonality, mark-
ing it as a distinct region of the continent.

That movement of individuals and cultural pâtterns also generated numerous

situations that reqr-rired clecisions about how to respond to new peoples, ideas, and

technologies. Arlong those encounters, none wâs more significant than that between

the agricultural Bantu ancl the gathering and hunting peoples who earlier occupied

this region of Africa. Their interaction was part of a long-term global phenolllenon



in which farmers largely replaced foragers as the dominant people on the planet (see

Chapter 1).

In these encoLlnters, Bantu-speaking farmers had various advantages. One was

numerical, as agriculture generated a ûìore productive economy, enabling larger
numbers to live in a smaller area than was possible with a gathering and hunting way
oflife. A second advantage was a greater immuniry to animal-borne disease, acquired
by prolonged exposure to both parasitic and infectious illnesses colrrmon to farming
and herding societies. Foraging peoples lacked that irnmunity, and many quickly
succumbed when they encountered the agricultural newcomers. A third advantage

was iron, so useful for tools and weapons, which accompanied Bantu expansion in
its interactions with peoples still operating with stone-âge technology. Thus gath-
ering and hunting peoples were displaced, absorbed, or largely eliminated in rrost
parts of ,\fricâ south of the equator-but not everywhere.

In the rain forest region of Central Africa, the foraging Batwa (Pygy) people,
ât least some of them, became "forest specialists" who produced honey, wild game,

elephant proclucts, animal skins, and medicinal barks and plants, all ofwhich entered
regional trading networks in exchange for the agricultural products of their Bantu
neighbors. Some also adopted Bantu languages, thus becoming Bantu linguistically,
while maintaining a gâthering and hunting lifesryle and a separate identiry.

Bantu-speaking peoples themselves also changed as they encountered different
environments and peoples. In the drier climate of East Africa, the yam-based agri-
culture of the West African Bantu homeland was unable to support their growing
numbers, so Bantu farmers increasingly adopted grains as well as domesticated sheep

and cattie from the already-established people of the region. They also enriched their
agricr-rlture by acquiring a variety of food crops from Southeast ,tsia-coconuts,
sugarcane, and especially bananas-which were brought to East Africa by Indone-
sian Malay sailors and immigrants early in the first millennium c.e. This agricultural
package and its associated ironworking technology then spread throughout the vast

area ofeastern and southern Africa, probably reaching present-day South Africa by
400 c.¡. Sorne newly "Bantuized" areas incorporated musical traditions, linguistic
patterns, and kinship systems derived from the earlier inhabitants. Frorr these inter-
actions a common set of cultural and social practices diffi"rsed widely across Bantu
Africa. One prominent historian described these practices:

[They encompassed] in religion, the centraliry of ancestor obserwances; in phi-
losophy, the problem of evil understoocl as the consequence of indiviclual malice

or of the failure to honor one's ancestors; in music, an emphasis on polyrhyth-
mic performance with drums as the key instrument; in dance, a new form of
expression in which a variery of prescribe d body movements took preference

over footwork; and in agriculture, the pre-eminence of women âs the workers

and innovators.l2

All of this became part of the comnron culture of Bantu-speaking Africa.
As Bantr¡-derived patterns of living became established in Africa south of the

equâtor during the thousand or so yeârs between 500 and 1500 c.¡., a wide variety
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I CONNECTION

ln what ways did the pro-

cess of Bantu expansion

stimulate cross-cultural

i nteraction ?
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Take notes on the
features of the
belief systems and
religious traditiont
sometimes described

as "Animism."

of quite distinct societies and cultures took shape. Some societies-in present-day

Kenya, for example-organized themselves without any formal political special-

ists at all. Instead, they made decisions, resolved conflicts, and maintained order by
using kinship structures or lineage principles supplemented by age grades, which
joined men of a particular generation together across various lineages. Elsewhere,
lineage heads who acquired a measure of personal wealth, or who proved skillful
at mediating between the local spirits and the people, might evolve into chieß with
a modest political authoriry. In several areas, such as the region around Lake Vic-
toria or present-day Zimbabwe, larger and more substantial kingdoms evolved.
Along the East African coast after 1000 c.¡., dozens of rival ciry-states linked the
African interior with the commerce of the Indian Ocean basin (see Chapter 7,

pages 291.-93).

Many societies in the Bantu-speaking world developed gender

systems that were markedly less patriarchal than those of established

urban-based civilizations. Male ironworkers in the Congo River
basin, for example, sought to appropriate the power and prestige of
female reproductive capacrqr by decorating their furnaces with clay

breasts and speaking of their bellows as impregnating the furnaces.

Among the Luba people of Central Africa, male rulers operated in
alliance with power{ul women, particularly spirit mediums, who
were thought to contain the spirit of the king. Only a woman's

body was considered sufficientþ strong to acquire this potent and

dangerous presence. Luba art represented female ancestors as "keep-
ers of secret royal knowledge." And across a wide area of south-

central Africa, a system of "gender parallelism" associated female

roles with village life (child care, farming, food preparation, making
pots, baskets, and mats), while masculine identiry revolved around

hunting and forest life (fishing, trapping, collecting building materials

and medicinal plants). It was a complementary or "separate but
equal" definition of gender roles.13

In terms of religion, Bantu practice in general placed less empha-

sis on a High or Creator God, who was viewed as remote and largely

uninvolved in ordinary life, and focused instead on ancestral or nature

spirits. The power of dead ancestors might be accessed through ritu-
als of sacrifice, especially of cattle. Supernatural power deriving from
ancient heroes, ancestors, or nature spirits also resided in charms,

which could be activated by proper rituals and used to control the

rains, defend the village, achieve success in hunting, or identify
witches. Belief in witches was widespread, reflecting the idea that

evil or misfortune was the work ofmalicious people. Diviners, skilled
in penetrating the unseen world, used dreams, visions, charms, or
trances to identify the source of misfortune and to prescribe reme-

dies. 
'Was 

a particular illness the product of broken taboos, a dishon-

A Female Luba Ancestral Statue

Representations of powerful women, often ancestral

figures, were frequent in the wood carvings of the

Bantu-speaking Luba people of Central Africa. lVany

of them showed women touching their breasts, a ges-

ture signifyìng devotion, respect, and the holding of

secret knowledge. (Scala/Art Resource, NY)

AP@ EXAM TIP
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ored ancestor:, an Llnhâppy natllre spirit, or a witch? 'Was a remedy to be founcl in
a cleansing cererllony, a sacrifice to ân anceslor, the activation of a charm, or the
elimination of a witch?ra

Unlike the major lxonotheistic religions, with their "once and for all" revela-
tions fi'om Gocl thror-igh rhe Christian Bible or the Muslim Quran, llantu religious
prâctice was predicated on the notion of "continuous revelation"-the possibil-
ity of constantly receiving new rnessages frolrr the u'orld beyond through dreams,
visions, or trar-ìce states. Moreover, unlike ÌJr-rddhism, Christianity, or Islam, Bantu
religions were geographically confined, intended to explâin, predicr, and control
local affairs, with no missionary impulse or inclination toward universaliry.

North Ameríca: Ancestual Puehlo ønd Mound Buílilers
If the Arnericas played host to civilizations, cities, and empires in Mesoamerica ancl

the Andes, they also housecl various alternative forms of human community dr-rring

the second-wâve era and beyond. Arctic and subarctic cultures, the bison hunters of
the Great Plains, tire complex and settled col¡munities of the Pacific coast of North
Aurerica, nomadic bands living in the arid regions of southern South America-all
of these represent the persistence of gathering and hunting ways of living.

Even more wiclespread-in the eastern woocllands of the Unitecl States, Cen-
tral America, the Amazon basin, the Caribbean islands-were societies sustained
by village-based agriculture. Owing to environmental or tecl-rnological limitations,
it was a less intensive and productive agriculturc' than in Mesoamerica or the Ancles

and supported tisually mr-rch smaller populations (see Map 6.4 and Map 12.5, page

523). These peoples too made their own histories, chtnging in response to their
unique environments, their interactions with outsiders, and their own visions of the
world. The Anasazi of the southwestern United States, now called the Ancestral
Pueblo, and the r.noi-rnd-building cultures of the easter:n woocllands provide two
illustrations from North America.

The southwestern region of North America, an arid land cut by mountain ranges

and large basins, first acquired maize from its place of origin in Mesoamerica cluring
the second nrillennium B.c.E., but it took ror-ighly 2,000 years for that crop, later
supplementecl by beans and squasir, to become the basis of a settlecl agricultur:al way
ofliving. In a clesert region, famring was risky, and maize had to be gradually aclapted

to the local environment. Not until around 600 to ll00 c.¡. did per:manent village
life take hold wiclely. People then lived in pit houses with floor:s sunk several feet
below ground level. Solne settlements had only a few such homes, whereas others
contained twenty-five or more. By 900 c.E., mâny of these villages also includecl
kivas, rnuch larger pit structLrres usecl for cer:emonial pll1'poses, which symbolized
the widespreacl belief that htunankind emersed into this worlcl fì'oln arlother world
below. Indiviclual settlements were linked to one another in local tracling networks
and sonretilnes in wider webs of exchange that brought them buffalo hides, copper,
turquoise, seashells, lrracaw feathers, ancl coiled baskets from qnite distant locations.

You should be

aware of the charac-

teristics of societies

in North America in

the classical era.

Guided Reading
Question
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ln what ways were the

histories of the Ancestral

Pueblo and the Mound

Builders similar to each

other, and how did they

differ?



Ü Mound-building cultures

f Ancestral Pueblo
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These processes of change-growing dependence

on agriculture, increasing population, more intensive

patterns of exchange-gave rise to larger settlements

and adjacent aboveground structures known as pueb-
los. The most spectacular of these took shape in Chaco

canyon in what is now northwestern New Mexico.
There, between 860 and 1130 c.¡., fìve major pueb-
los emerged. This Chaco Phenomenon encompassecl

25,000 square miles and linked some sevenly outly-
ing settlements to the main centers. The population
was not large, perhaps as few as 5,000 people, although

experts continue to debate the issue. The largest of
these towns, or "great houses," Pueblo Bonito, stood

fìve stories high and contained more than 600 rooms

and many kivas. Hundreds of miles of roads, up to
forty feet wide, radiated out from Chaco, likewise

prompting much debate among scholars. 
'Without

Map 6.4 North America in the Second-Wave Era wheeled carts or large domesticated animals, such an

A sparsely populated North America hosted a number of elaborate road system seems unnecessary for ordinary
seml-sedentary agricultural societies as well as various gath- trade or travel. Did the roads represent, as some schol-
ering and hunting peoples rather than the "civilizations" ,i r r r r . r 1

characteristic of Mesoamerica and the Andes. ars speculâte' a sacreo lânoscape wnlcn gave oroer

to the world," joining its outlying communities to a

"Middle Place," an entrance perhaps to the underworld?ls

Arnong the Chaco elite were highly skilled astronomers who constructed an

observatory ofthree large rock slabs situated so as to throw a beam oflight across â

spiral rock carwing behind it at the summer solstice. By the eleventh century, Chaco

also had become a dominant center for the production of turquoise ornaments,

which became a major item of regional commerce, extending as far south as Meso-
america. Not all was sweetness and light, however. Warfare, internal conflict, and

occasional cannibalism (a matter of much controversy among scholars) appârently

increased in frequency as an extended period of drought in the half century follow-
ing 1130 brought this flourishing culture to a rather abrupt end. By 1200, the great

houses had been abandoned and their inhabitants scattered in small communities

that later became the Pueblo peoples of more recent times.

Unlike the Chaco region in the southwest, the eastern woodlands of North
,A.merica and especially the Mississippi River valley hosted an independent Agricul-
tural Revolution. By 2000 s.c.¡., many of its peoples had domesticated local planc

species, including sumpweed, goosefoot, some gourds and squashes, and a form of
artichoke. Sunflowers, originally domesticated in Mesoamerica, also found a place

in diets of eastern woodland peoples. These few plants, however, were not suftì-

cient to support a fully settled agricultural village life; rather, they supplemented

diets derived from gathering and hunting without fundamentally changing that

ancient way of life. Such peoples created societies distinguished by arrays of large
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earthen mounds, found all over the United States east of the Mississippi, prompting
archeologists to dub them the Mound Builders. The earliest of these mounds date

to around 2000 s.c.r., but the most elaborate and widespread took shape between
200 ¡.c.¡. and 400 c.E., commonly called the Hopeweil culture, after an archeo-
logical site in Ohio.

Several features of the Hopewell culture have intrigued archeologists. Partic-
ularþ significant are the striking burial mounds and geometric earthworks, some-
times covering areas equivalent to several city blocks, and the wide variery of arti-
facts found within them-smoking pipes, human figurines, mica mirrors, flint
blades, fabrics, and jewelry of all kinds. The mounds themselves were no doubt the
focus of elaborate burial rituals, but some of them were aligned with the moon with
such precision as to mark lunar eclipses. Developed most elaborately in the Ohio
River valley, Hopewell-style earthworks, artifacts, and ceremonial pottery have

also been found throughout the eâstern woodlands region of North ,\merica.
Hopewell centers in Ohio contained mica from the Appaiachian Mountains, vol-
canic glass from Yellowstone, conch shells and ¿ few sharks'teeth from the Gulf of
Mexico, and copper from the Great Lakes. All of this suggests a large "Hopewell
Interaction Sphere," linking this entire region in a loose network of exchange, as

well as a measure of cultural borrowing of religious ideas and practices.16

The next and most spectacular phase in the history of these mound-building
peoples took shape as corn-based agriculture, derived ultimately but indirectly from
Mexico, gained ground in the Mississippi valley after 800 c.E., allowing larger popu-
lations and more complex societies to emerge. The dominant center was Cahokia,
near present-day St. Louis, Missouri, which flourished from about 900 to 1,250 c.e.
Its central mound, a terraced pyramid of four levels, measured 1,000 feet long by
700 feet wide, rose more than 100 feet above the ground, and occupied fifteen
acres. [t was the largest structure north of Mexico, the focal point of a communiry
numbering i0,000 or more people, and the center of a widespread trading network
(see an artist's reconstruction of Cahokia on page 45).

Evidence from burials and from later Spanish observers suggests that Cahokia
and other centers of this Mississippi culture were stratifìed societies with a clear

elite and with rulers able to mobilize the labor required to build such enormous
stmctures. One high-status male was buried on a platform of 20,000 shell beads,

accompanied by 800 arrowheads, sheets of copper and mica, and a number of
sacrificed men and women nearby.r7 Well a er Cahokia had declined and was

abandoned, sixteenth-century Spanish and French explorers encountered another
such chiefdom among the Natchez people, located in southwestern Mississippi.

Paramount chieß, known as Great Suns, dressed in knee-length fur coats and
lived luxuriously in deerskin-covered homes. An elite class of "principal men"
or "honored peoples" clearly occupied a different status from commoners, some-
times reGrred to as "stinkards." These sharp class distinctions were blunted by the
requirement that upper-class people, including the Great Suns, had to marry
"stinkards."
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The military capacity of these Mississippi chiefcloms greatly impressed Euro-
pean observers, as this Spanish account indicates:

The next clay the cacique þaramount chief] arrived with zoo canoes filled
with men, having weâpons, . . . the warriors standing erect from bow to stern,

holding bows and arrows. . . . [F]rom under the cânopy where the chief man

was, the course was directed and orders issued to the rest. . . . [W]hat with the

awnings, the plumes, the shields, the pennons, and the number of people in the

fleet, it appeared like a famous armada of galleys.l8

Here then, in the eastern woodlands of North America, were peoples who
independently generated a modest Agricultural Revolution, assimilated corn and

beans from distant sources, developed increasingly complex chiefcloms, and created

monumental structures, new technologies, and artistic traclitions. Beyond the sepa-

rate societies that emerged within this large area, scholars have noticed some simi-
larities in artifacts, symbols, ceremonies, rnythologies, and artistic sfyles, many of
which seem related to marking the status of elites. A horned selpent, sometimes

depicted with wings, and various animal-god representations were widely shared

symbois, though the meaning of these symbols no doubt changed as they entered

new cultural environments. Dubbed the Southeast Ceremonial Complex, the loose

networks of connection thât generated these similarities grew outward from
Cahokia for several centuries after 1.200 or so, continuing earlier patterns of inter-
action associated with the Hopewell cultural region. While no linguistic, cultural,

or political unity emerged from these relationships, they testify to a measure of
exchange, borrowing, and cultural adaptation across ân enormoLls region of North
America.

Know that the
temple complex
at Cahokia is an

example of monu-
mental architecture.

Pøcífic Oceanía: Peoples of the Sea

The peoples of Pacifìc Oceania, like those of Bantu Africa and North America,

created enduring human communities without the large cities, states, and empires

so prominent in civiiizations. But the ecological setting for these historical journeys

was distinctive, for they took place on the islands of the immense Pacific: a few
larger territories, such as New Guinea and New ZeaIand, as well as thousands of
much smaller islands, many of them specks in the sea, barely visibie from space (see

Map 6.5). New Guinea had been settled for perhaps 50,000 years, initially ât â time
when it \¡/as connected to Australia by a land bridge. But the rest of Oceania was

the last part of the world to receive human settlers, who began arriving from Island

Southeast Asia only about 3,500 years ago (see Chapter 1, pages 19-20). By 1200 c.r.,
they had achieved a presence on every habitable piece ofland throughout this enor-
mous region. It was, as one historian summarized the process, "the greatest mari-
time expansion known to history."le

The settlers' arrival, however, produced an enormous and sometimes devastat-

ing environmental impact as humans entered and disrupted bountiful but fragile eco-

systems, especially as their populations grew. Referring to some of the early settlers
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Map 6.5 Pacific Oceania

Covering about one-third of the world's surface, the Pacific Ocean encompasses thousands of
islands, which were home to many distinct societies but also constituted a cultural region that
shared numerous commonalities and connections.

in Melanesia during the first millennium n.c.r., Pacific historian Ian Campbell
wrote: "They hunted, gathered, and fìshed profligately, and burnt large tracts of
previously undisturbed forests."20 In New Zealand, initially settled much later,
around 1200 c.n., human hunting largely eliminated the huge flightles moabfud
within â century. Archeologists have discovered the remains of some 90,000 moa
at a single butchery. A similar impact occurred in Hawaii and elsewhere as smaller
birds fell victim to the rats, pigs, and dogs introduced by the settlers. Resource
depletion, deforestation, and soil erosion followed, no doubt contributing to the
abandonment of at least several dozen islands, as their inhabitants found themselves
forced to flee or perish. Rapa Nui (Easter Island) in easternmost Polynesia had come
almost to the point of ecological collapse by the time Europeans arrived in the
eighteenth century, as much of its tree cover had vanished and many bird species

had likewise disappeared. Human activiry had surely contributed to this outcome
with overhunting, overfishing, and the cutting down of forests. But Polynesian
rats, whether introduced accidentally or intentionally by the original settlers to the
island, were at least equally responsible, as their numbers exploded and they devoured
the seeds of the palm trees.21
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Another change occasioned by growing populations 1ay in increased social com-
plexity on sorne of the most densely populated islancls. One example comes fi'om
the Micronesian island of Pohnpei, where an urban complex, constructed fì'om

stone ancl coral, serwed as the cerenonial, administrative, and burial center of a

powerful Saudeleur clynasry that governed the island for several centuries. Probably

emerging in the tenth centLlry, this irnpressive urban center, later dubbed by Euro-
peans the "Venice of che Pacific," contained nlrnleroLls seawalls and cauals, over

ninety small artificial islands, marketplaces, and a large tomb and funerary complex.

However, local legencls tell of increasingly despotic ruler:s whose oppressive policies

triggered a revolt by lower-ranking chieß.
The Polynesian Tonga Islancls witnessed yet another example of growing social

complexity. By the fourteenth century, powerful rulers, known as Tu'i Tonga,

stoocl at the head of a royal collrt including nany wives and concubines, various

relatives, ceremonial attenclants, prisoners of war, and specialized craftsmen such as

calvers, navigators, and fìshermen. The court collected and reclistributed food and

various gifts to lesser chieß, who then dicl the same for their foÌlowers. The wide-
spread military ancl commercial influence of Tonga in the central Pacifìc has led

some scholars to regard it as an incipient empire, while others view it as a tributary
network or a systelr of econorlic interclependence.

Given the vast distances sepârating these islancl societies, considerable cliversiry

anong them is hardly surprising. And yet they also participated in the making of a

single cultr.rral region with numerous co1l1ll1onalities and connections. Many of their
cultural and clietary similarities derive fiorl their common origin in Island South-

east Asia and ultimately from sollthern China as well as fìom a common Pacific

environment. Variations developed from the adaptation of this shared heritage to

the distinctive environment of particular islands-large or small, tropical or semi-

tropical, sea-level coastal terrain or mountainous interior, uninhabited or contaìn-

ing established societies as in New Guinea. The relative isolation of these socie-

ties, as well as periodic contact with near and more distant neighboring islands, also

shapecl their histories.

Linguistically, the peoples of Oceania, ciespite their small numbers, have spoken

hundreds of clifferent languages, over 100 on the small island chain of Melanesian

Vanuatu alone. Ilut almost all of them are members of the Ar-rstronesian family of
languages, whose speakers also include those of Malaysia, Inclonesia, ancl Madagas-

car. New Guinea, however, is a different story, with well over 1,000 languages,

most of u'hich are part of the Papuan language family, derived from its much earlier

settlement. Similarly, Pacific islanders everywhere practiced the art of body decora-

tion calLed tatau (w,htch became "tattoo" in English), btit particr-rlarly in Polynesia

each archipelago developecl distinctive clesigns, reflecting its unique identity.
This pattern of cliversiry and unity found other expression as we1l, both among

the three major regions of Mel¿nesia, Micronesia, and Polynesia ancl within them.

In economic life, for example, these people of the sea drew heavily on the ocean âs

a major solrrce of food, while its shells were used as cllrrency ancl tools. But they

were also farmers, raising pigs, clogs, and fowl, while everywhere cultivating taro,

You should know
common features
and variations
among societies in

the Pacific Ocean

region during the
classical era.



a starchy root vegetable. Other crops-yams, sweet potatoes, breadfruit, coconut
palms-were cultivated variously as availabiliry and conditions allowed.

In political and social life, Oceanic societies were generally organized as chief-
doms, but with considerable variation. On small islands, chieß and priests could
hardly be distinguished from anyone else, while village councils, operaring by con-
sensus, made decisions. In parts of Melanesia, so-called "big men," or locally influ-
ential individuals, exercised authority through ceremony, feasts, and gift giving.
Elsewhere, societies were ûrore stratified and authoriry more centralized. In New
Zealand, the Maori people distinguished among chiefly families, commoners, and
slaves derived from prisoners of war. Frequent warfare âmong its chiefdoms pre-
vented greater political unity. In Hawaii and Tonga, by contrast, elaborate social
hierarchies emerged with powerful rulers who had hundreds or even thousands of
warriors at their disposal.

'W'omen everywhere in ancient Oceania were considered dangerous and pollut-
ing, especially during menstruation and childbirth, and were isolated at those times.
Flowever, gender roles differed substantially from place to place. In Melanesia,
women were more actively involved in food production, but in Polynesia their
labor was directed more toward the making of mats and cloth. Throughout Poly-
nesia, women were accorded high status, and women of chiefly families could exer-
cise considerable power through their male

relatives. Melanesian women, by contrast,
were more sharply subordinated to men
than their counterparts in other regions of
Oceania.

Religious life in Oceania was prag-
matic, designed to protect against harm
and to manipulate the spirits or gods in
one's favor. lt found expression in two
pervasive concepts: mana and tapu. Mana
was a spiritual energy or power, associated

especially with chieß and demonstrated
by remarkable actions or great success. To
maintain the puriry of mana, ritual restric-
tion or prohibitions known as tapu (which
came into English as "taboo") served to
make someone or something sacred or ele-
vated far above the ordinary. Throughout
Polynesia, only a particular ofiìcial could
handle the chiefs food or his possessions.

A Maori chief in New Zealand could not
allow even his shadow to fall on food, for
doing so made it forbidden to all others.
Hawaiians prostrated themselves on the
ground before their major chieß. Since
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The Moai of Rapa Nui
The most iconic artistic representations of Polynesian culture are these huge stone figures

called moai. Carved from volcanic rock on the island of Rapa Nui sometime between 1 200
and 1600, they are thought to depict sacred ancestors or clan chiefs, Around 1,000 of
them were quarried and carved, and hundreds were somehow transported up to eight
miles to stand on stone platforms nearthe coast. The largest reached some thirtylhree
feet tall and weighed over eighty tons. (Ken Weìsh/Bridgeman lmageg
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violating a tapr.r could result in death, religion provicled sllpernâtLrrâl sanctions for
political authorities and social elites, as it has in so many other societies. 

'While

much of this was co111111o11 across all of Pacific Oceania, the gods, ghosts, ancestol's,

and spirits differed considerably, as did the role of priests or shamans as well as the

associated rituals and artistic expression ofreligious life.

Despite the distances between these island societies, they were not wholly
isol¿ted from one al1other. Networks of exchange and comtrrunication-both
regional ancl at a greâter distance-allowed for some interaction among the various

peoples of Oceania. Between roughiy 1400 and 800 ¡.c.r:., the spread of a distinc-
tive pottery style known as Lapita chroughout Melanesia and as far as Tonga and

Samoa slrggests a widespread pattern of exchange involving both courmercial and

ceremonial elerrents. During tl'ris time, obsiclian fi'om the island of New Britain off
the northeastern coast of New Guinea had a distribution that extended over 4,000

miles fiom Borneo in Island Southeast Asia to Fiji in eastern Melanesi¿.

In western Micronesia, another systell1 of exchange arose in the Caroline
Island chain, with a particnlar focus on the islancl of Yap. It involved tracie in com-
moclities such as sea turtles, coconlrts, ancl breadfruit; permission to fish near

neighboring islancls; ancl promises of refuge ancl shelter in times of famine. But it
was also a set of tributary relationships in which the high-ranking islancl of Yap

periodically received payments such as woven cloth, various cocollLrt prodr"rcts,

mats, and shells fi-om islands of lesser rank r-rp to 1,200 miles farther eâst. In retlu'n,

the subordinates received gifts from Yap that exceedecl the value of their tribute:
woocl for canoes, flint stone, foocl, ancl powdered turmeric, used as a skin paste and

in coming-oÊage rituals. Cast in terms of a parent-child relationship between Yap

and the other islands, the whole system was supported by fears of powerful Yapese

sorcery capable of generating great stornrs, shoulcl the recluired tribute not be

forthcoming. Such trading circuits often contained an elaborate ceremonial ele-

ment in which the exchange of noneconomic items-bracelets, necklaces, feath-

ers, or shells-served to clisplay statrls, to cement bonds of mutual assistance across

great distances, and to confirm relationships of dominance and submission. Smal1

island societies were invariably vulnerable and limitecl in resources; such networks
ofexchange provided insurance for their survival.

Polynesian networks of exchange also flourished in the centuries after 1000

c.p., with Tonga at the center of a system linked by trade with Samoa and Frji.

Finely woven Samoan mats were highly valued for displaying prestige, ancl large

logs fiom Fiji were prized for the huge canoes that coulcl be carved from therl fbr
Tonga's impressive warships. From the far eastern edge of Polynesia, sailors had

appârently reached the coast of Sourth Anerica, fi'om which lhey returnecl with
sìveet potatoes ancl bottle goutds. Taking holcl in Rapa Nr"ri, those domesticates

from thc- Americas then entered Polynesian voyaging netu'orks and found their
way to Hawaii, New Zealand, and elsewhere, becoming a major food source.

Linked to Asia by their distant origins ancl to the Americas by the slender tirread

of the sweet potato, the peoples of Pacific Oceania lived lar:gely, but not entirely,

in a world apart from the rest of humankind.

Pay attention to
the networks that
connected peoples

in the Pacific Ocean

regions during the
classical era.
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Deciding'What's lrnportant:
Balance in Vorld History
Among the perennial problems that teachers and writers of world history confi'ont
is sorting through the vast record of times past and choosing what ro include and
what to leave out. A reiated issue involves the extent to which particular peoples or
civilizations will be treated. Should the Persians get as much space âs the Greeks?

Does Africa merit equal treatment with Eurasia? Where do the Americas fit in the
larger hurlan story? What, in short, are the criteria for: deciding what is inrportant
in recalling the history of the hurnan venture?

One stanciard might be duration. Should ways of living that have endurecl for
longer periods of time receive greâter âtterltion than those of lesser length? If his-
torians followed only this criterion, then the Paleolithic era of gathering, hunting,
and fishing societies should occupy 90 percent or more of any world history text.
On the other hand, perhaps change is more important than continuity. If so, then
sorllething new rlerits lrrore space than something old. Thus we pay atrelttion ro
both agricultut:e anci civilizations because they represent significant tunìing poinrs in
hutnan experience. Popr.rlation provides yet ânother principle for determining inch-r-
sion. That, of course, is the reason that Eurasia,/ North Afi'ica, with over 80 percent
of the world's population, is addressed in three chapters of this section, whereas
inner Africa, the Americas, and Pacific Oceania together receive just one chapter.
There is also the related issue of range of inlluence. Buddhism, Christianity, and
Islam spread more widely and shaped the lives of more people than did the religions
of the Maya or the Bantu-speaking peoples of Africa. Do they therefore deserve

more extended treatment? Still another factor involves the availability of evidence.
In this respect, Eurasia generated far more writcen records than either Afi'ica or the
Americas dicl, and therefore its history has been investigated far more thoroughly.

A final possible criterion involves the location of the historian and his or her
audience. Those who have recently developed world history as a fielcl of stucly have
vigorously sought to colurteract a Eurocentric telling of the human stoly. Still, is

there anything inherently wrong with an account of worlcl history that is centered
on one's own people? When I taught history in an Ethiopian high school in the
mid-1960s, I was guided by an Afrocentric curriculum, which focused firsr on
Ethiopian history, then on Africa as a who1e, and finally on [he larger wor-ld. Might
a world historian fi'om the Middle East, for example, legitin'rately strike a somewhat
different balance in the treatment of various civilizations than someone writing for
a largely'Western auclience or for Chinese readers?

Any account of the world's past will mix ancl match these critelia in various
and contested ways. Among historians, there exists neither a consensus about this
question nor any formula to ensure a *proper" balance. You rlay want to consider
whether the balance struck in this chapter:, this section, ancl the book as a whole is

appropriate or somehow out of line.

Be aware of his-

torical debates over
the meanings of im-
portant events and
peoples throughout
world history.
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Chapter Review

What's the Significance?

lVleroê, 234-36

Piye, 236-37

Axum, 237-39

Niger Valley civilization,

239-41

lVaya civilìzation, 242-44

Teotihuacán, 244-46

Chavín, 247-48

lVloche, 248-49

Wari and Tiwanaku, 249-51

Bantu expansion, 752-55

Chaco Phenomenon, 256

Mound Builders / Cahokia,

256-58

Pohnpeì, 260

Tonga, 260

mana and tapu,261

Yap,262

Big Picture Questions

l. "TheparticularculturesandsocietiesofAfrìca,theAmericas,andPacific0ceaniadiscussedinthis

chapter developed largely in isolation." What evidence would support this statement, and what

might challenge it?

2. How do you understand areas of the world, such as Bantu Africa, North America, and Pacific Ocea-

nia, that did not generate "civilizations"? Do you see them as "backward," as moving slowly

toward civilization, or as simply different?

3. How did Africa's proximity to Eurasia shape its history? And how did America's separation from the

Eastern Hemisphere affect its development?

4. Looking Back; "The histories of Africa and the Americas during the second-wave era largely

resemble those of Eurasia." Do you agree with this statement? Explain why or why not.

Next Steps: For Further Study

Christopher Ehret, Ihe Civilizations of Africa(2002). An overview of African history before 1800 by a

prominent scholar.

Brian M. tagan, Anc¡ent North America (2005). A prominent archeologist's account of North American

history.

Steven R. Fischer, A History of the Pacific Islands (201 3). A recent accou nt of the history of Pacific Oceania

from ancient times to the present.

Eric Gilbert and Jonathan T. Reynolds, Africa in World History(2Q04). An accessible account of African

history set in a global context.

Guy Gugliotta, "The lVaya: Glory and Ruin," National Geographic(August 2007). A beautifully illustrated

account of the rise and fall of Maya civilization.

Charles C. Mann, l49l: New Revelations of the Americas before Columbus (2005). A journalist's thought-

ful account, delightfully written, of the controversies surrounding the hìstory of the Americas before

1492.

Ancient Africa's Black Kingdoms, http://www.homestead.com/wysingelancientafrica.html. A Web site

exploring the history of Nubia.

Maya Adventure, http://www.smm.org/sln/ma. A collectìon of text and pictures about the Maya, past and

present.

Maya Videos, http://www.history,com/topics/maya/videos/the-mayans. A serles of brief video depictìons

of Maya history and culture from the History channel,
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Axum and the World

Jn the world of ancient African histor!, Axum has occupied a unique posi-
Ition in several ways (see Map 6.1, page 235, and pages 237-39).It is one
of the few places in Africa, outside of Egypt, for which considerable docu-
mentary evidence exists. Some of the written sources-royal inscriptions and
coins, for example-derive from within Axum itself, while others come from
Greco-Roman and Christian visitors. Furthermore, after the rise of Islam,
Axum-and its Ethiopian successor state-was the major surviving outpost
of a Christian tradition that had earlier spread widely across northern and
northeastern Africa. Finally, Axum has demonstrated an impressive cultural
and religious continuity. Even after the decline ofthe Axumite Empire by the
eighth century c.E., the ciry of Axum remained a major pilgrimage site for
Christians, while Ethiopian kings into the twentieth century were crowned
there.22 The documents that follow offer a series of windows on this African
kingdom.

Source 6.1

A Guidebook to the'World of
Indian Ocean Commerce

The earliest documentary reference to Axum was composed during the fint
century c.r. in an anonymous text known as The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea.

Likely written by a sea captain from Roman-conrrolled Egypt, the Periplus

oflers a guide to the places and conditions that merchants might encounter as

they traversed the Red Sea and the East African coast while on their way to
India.

I According to this text, why is the Axumite port of Adulis significant?

I What evidence does the Periplus provide about Axum's cultural and
economic ties to the larger world?

I Based on the list of imports and exports, how would you describe
Axum's role in the international commerce of the first century c.E.?

I How might Axum's participation in long-distance trade have stimulated
and sustained its growth as an empire?

26s
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The Períplus of the Erythraean Sea
First Century c.E.

T) elow Ptolenrais of the Hunts [near modern
l)por, Sudan on the Red Sea] . . . there is Adu-
lis, a port established by law. . . . Before the harbor
lies the so-called Mountain Island, about two hun-
dred stadia sea-ward [1 stadium = 'l mile] from the

very head of the bay, with the shores of the main-
lancl close to it on both sides. Ships bound for this

port now anchor here because ofattacks frorn the

land. . . . Opposite Mountain Island, on the main-
land twenry stadia fi'om shore, lies Adulis, a fair-
sized village, from which there is a three-days'
journey to Coloe, an inland town and the first
market for ivory. From that place to the ciry of the
people called Axumites there is a five days' jour-
ney more; to that place all the ivory is brought
fi'om the country beyond the Nile . . . and thence to
Adulis. Practically the whole number of elephants

and rhinoceros that are killed live in the places

inland, although at rare interuals they are hunted
on the seacoast even near Adulis. Before the harbor
of that nurket-town, out at sea on the right hand,

there lie a greât many little sandy islands called Ala-
laei, yielding tortoise-shell, which is brought to
market there by the Fish-Eaters.

And about eight hundred stadia beyond there is
another very deep bay, with a great mound of sand

piled up at the right of the entrance; at the bottom
of which the opsian [obsidian] stone is found, and

this is the only place where it is produced. These

places . . . are governed by Zoscales [an Axurnite
ruler], who is rniserly in his ways and always striv-
ing for more, but otherwise upright, and acquainted
with Greek literature.

There are imported into these places undressed

cloth made in Egypt for the Berbers; robes fi-om
Arsinoe [an Egyptian port]; cloaks of poor qual-
ity dyed in colors; double-fringed linen mântles;

many articles of flint glass, and othem of rnurrhine

[used for making Roman vases] made in Diospolis

[Thebes in Egypt]; and brass, which is used for
ornâment and in cut pieces instead of coin; sheets

of soft copper, used for cooking utensils and cut
up for bracelets and anklets for the women;
iron, which is made into spears used against the
elephants and other wild beasts, and in their wars.

Besides these, small axes are imported, and adzes

and swords; copper drinking-cups, round and large;

a little coin [Roman money] for those coming to
the market [probably foreign merchants living in
Adulis]; wine of Laodicea and Italy, not much;
olive oil, not much; for the king, gold and silver
plate made after the fashion of the country, and for
clothing, military cloaks, and thin coats of skin, of
no great v¿lue. Likewise from the district of Ariaca

[in western India] across this sea, there are imported
Indian iron, and steel, and Indian cotton cloth; . . .

and girdles, and coats of skin and mallow-colored
cloth, and a few muslins, and colored lac [a resin-
ous secretion of an insect, used in the forr-n of shel-
lac]. There are exported fì-orn these places ivory, and

tortoise-shell and rhinoceros-horn. The most from
Egypt is brought to this market from the month of
January.

Sotrrce: Wilfred H. Schoff, trans. and ed., Tl¿ Periphr of tlrc Ery
thmeøt Sea (Nerv York: Longman, Green, 1912), secs. 4-6.

Source 6.2

The Making of an Axumite Empire

At its high point in the mid-fourth century c.e., Axum ruled an empire

stretching from Meroë in the upper Nile Valley, across rnuch of what is now

Eritrea and Ethiopia, and incorporating pårts of southern Arabia on the oppo-

site side of the Red Sea. Source 6.2 comes from an Axumite inscription writ-
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ten in Greek on a stone throne adomed with figures of the Greek gods Her-
cules and Mercury. Commissioned by an unknown Axumite monarch, the
inscription dates probably from the second or third century c.E. It was copied
and then published in the sixth century by Cosmas, a Greek merchant born
in Alexandria, Egypt, who had become a monk. This text describes some of
the conquests that generated the Axumite Empire.

I What intemal evidence from the document itself dates it prior to Axum's
acceptance of Christianity?

I How would you describe the point of view from which the document
was written?

I What techniques of imperial control does the document reveal?

I How might you account for the obvious Greek influence that is appar-
ent in the inscription?

I How would you describe the religious or ideological undeqpinnings
of this empire? Why might the Axumite ruler who com¡nissioned this
inscription single out Ares, Zeus, and Poseidon for special attention?

Inscriptíon on a Stone Tkrone
Second or Third Century c.n.

f.f aving after this with a strong hand compelled
I lthe nations bordering on my kingdom to live
in peace, I made war upon the following nations,
and by force of arms reduced them to subjection. I
warred fìrst with the nation of Gaze [Axum, prob-
ably in an internal struggle for power], then with
Agame and Sigye, and having conquered them, I
exacted the half of all that they possessed. . . .

fThere follows a long Ißt of other peoples thøt thís ruIer
conquered.]

I proceeded next against the Tangaltae, who
adjoin the borders of Egypt; and having reduced
them I made a footpath giving access by land into
Egypt from that part of my dominions. Next I
reduced Annine and Metine-tribes inhabiting
precipitous mountains. My arms were next directed
against the Sesea netion. These had retired to a

high mountain diffìcult of access; but I blockaded
the mountain on every side, and compelled them
to come down and surrender. I then selected for
myselfthe best oftheir young men and their women,
with their sons and daughten and all besides that

they possessed. The tribes ofRhausi I nexr brought
to submission: a barbarous race spread over wide
waterless plains in the interior of the frankincense
country. [Advancing thence to\Mard the sea,] I
encountered the Solate, whom I subdued, and left
with instructions to guard the coast.

All these nations, protected though they were
by mountains all but impregnable, I conquered,
after engagements in which I was myself present.
Upon their submission I restored their territories
to them, subject to the payment of tribute. Many
other tribes besides these submitted of their own
accord, and became likewise tributary. And I sent
a fleet and land forces against the ,trabitae and
Cinaedocolpitae who dwelt on the other side of
the Red Sea [southern Arabia], and having reduced
the sovereigns of both, I imposed on them a land
tribute and charged them to make traveling safe

both by sea and by land. . . .

I fint and alone of the kings of my race made
these conquests. For this success I now offer my
thanks to my mighty god, Ares [the Greek god of
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warfare and slaughter], who begat me, and by whose

aid I reduced all the nations bordering on my own
country. . . . Of these expeditions, soûte were con-
ducted by myself in person, and ended in victory,
and the othen I entrusted to my offìcen. Having
thus brought all the world under nry authority to

peace, I came down to Adulis and offered sacrifice

to Zeus [chief god of the Greek pantheon], and to

¡\ certain philosopher Metrodorus is said to have

L lpenetrated the lnore remote parts of lndia in
order to study their world and investigate its

regions. Meropius, a philosopher from Tyre, was

motivated by his example and decided to go to
India for similar reasons. Two little boys went with

Ares, and to Poseidon [Greek god of the sea], whom
I entreated to befriend all who go down to the sea in
ships. Here also I reunited all my forces, and setting

down this Chair [throne] in this place, I consecrâted

it to Ares in the twenry-seventh year of my reign.

Source: J. W. McCrindle, trans. and ed., The Chútiatt Topographl, oJ

Cosnas, an Egl,ptian Monk (London: Hakluyt Society, 1897),59-66.

him. He had been educating them in the liberal
arts because they were his relatives. The younger
boy was named Aedesius, the older Frumentius.

During the journey the things Meropius stud-
ied and learned nourished his mind. Then, while
headed home, the philosopher's ship had to land

Source 6.3

The Coming of Christianity to Axum

The introduction of Christianiry in the mid-fourth century c.E. represented

a major change in the cultural history of Axum. It meant that Axum would
be more closely aligned to Christian Egypt and Byzantium than to South

Arabia, from which rnany of its earlier cultural traditions had derived. Source

6.3 relates the story of the coming of Christianity to Axurn. It was written by

Rufinus (345-41.0 c.a.), a Christian monk and writer who was born in Italy

but spent much of his life inJerusalem, where he heard this story from those

who had taken part in it. Note that Greco-Roman writers of this time used

"India" to refer vaguely to East Africa and southern Arabia as well as the

South Asian peninsula.

I According to this document, by what means was Christianity introduced

to Axum? What do you think was the relative importance of Frumentius

and Aedesius, as opposed to Rom¿n merchants living in Axum?

I Why do you think the Axumite royal farnily was so receptive to this

foreign religion? How might the story differ if told from the ruling
family's perspective?

I How does the fact that this document was written by outsiders shape the

ernphasis of the story?

RurINus

On the Euøngelízatíon of Abyssínía
Late Fourth Century c.n.



because the travelers needed water or some other
necessities. 'Where 

they landed the barbarians had a
custom of cutting the throats of all Romans they
found among them whenever neighboring nâtions
announced that their treaties with the Romans
were broken. The barbarians attacked the philoso-
pher's ship. They killed him and all with him like-
wise. But the little boys they found studying and
doing their reading under a tree. The barbarians
spared the boys out of pity and led them to their
king [the ruler of Axum].

The king made Aedesius his cup bearer. But he
trusted Frumentius to be his accountant and scribe
because he understood that the boy had a sharp
mind and wisdom. From then on the king honored
and loved them both. 'When 

the king died, he left
as his successor his wife, who had a little son. He
granted the boys, now young men, free opportu-
nity to do whatever they wanted. And the queen, as

if she trusted no one in the kingdom more, humbly
asked them to share in taking care ofthe kingdom
with her until her son was a young man. She espe-
cially wanted Frumentius to help because he had
enough wisdom to direct a kingdom, while Aedesius
displayed only a pure faith and sober mind.

While this was happening as well as during the
time Frumentius directed the government of the
kingdom, he carefully began to inquire-for God
moved his mind and spirit-whether there were
any Christians among the Roman merchants. And
he gave the greatest power to these Christians and
advised them to make meeting places in every part
of the country so that they could congregate in
them for prayer in the Roman manner. Moreover,
he himself did the same ro a much greater degree,
and so encouraged others, motivated them with
favor and benefits, offered whatever might be use-
ful, supplied land for buildings and other necessi-
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ties, and acted in every way to grow the Christian
seed in the kingdom.

When the royal child for whom Aedesius and
Frumentius were taking care ofthe kingdom became
a young man, their rask was fulfilled and they faith-
fully handed over everyrhing ro him. Then they
returned again to our world [the Roman Empire],
even though the queen and her son delayed their
joumey and asked them to remain.

'While 
Aedesius hurried to Tyre to visit his par-

ents and relatives, Frumentius went to Alexandria,
saying that it was not right to hide the work of the
Lord. fu such, he presenred everyrhing as it had hap-
pened to the Bishop [Athanasius] and advised him
to provide some worrhy man whom he might send
as a bishop to the churches built in the barbarian
land and their already large number of Christians.

Then in truth Athanasius . . . after he readily and
attentively considered Frumentius' words and deeds,
said in a council of the priests, "'What other man
will we find who can achieve such things and in
whom the spirit of God is as in you, Frumentius?"
Athanasius made Frumentius a priest and ordered
him to return with the grace of God to the place
from which he had come. And when he had gone
out as a bishop to India, they say that so much vir-
tuous grace was given to him by God that miracles
were worked through him and a countless number
ofbarbarians was converted to the faith. From then
on, Christian peoples and churches were created in
the regions of India, and a clerical hierarchy was
instituted. We know these things happened nor by
the report ofcommon people, but because Aedesius
himself, the former companion of Frumentius and
later made a priest of Tyre, related them.

Source: Tft¿ Church History oJRujnus oJAquileia, book 10, secions
9 and 10. Translation Êom Latin by Edward M. Gutting, Missouri
State Univenity.

Source 6.4

Axum and the Gold Trade

The foundations of the Axumite state lay not only in its military conquesrs
and its adoption of a new religion but also in its economic ties to the larger
world. ,{mong these ties was its reputation as a major source of gold for the
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Roman Empire. Source 6.4 describes the distinctive fashion in which Axu-

mite traders obtained the gold from the African peoples living on the margins

of the Axumite state. The author, Cosmas (see Source 6.2, page 266), was

involved in this trade.

I How would you define the pattern of exchange described in this docu-

ment? 'Was it state-directed trade, private entelprise, or both? To what

problems of cross-cultural interaction was it a response?

r 'Who, if anyone, had the upper hand in this trade? 
'Was it conducted

berween politically equal parties?

I what purposes did this trade serve for the people who mined and "sold"

the gold?

I Beyond the peaceful trade for gold described here, what other purposes

did this region serve for Axum?

Cosnlas

The Chrístían Topography
Sixth Century c.E.

lTthe country known as that of Sasu is itself near

I th. o...n. . . in which there are many gold

mines. The King of the Axumites accordingly, every

other year, through the governor of Agau, sends

thither special agents to bargain for the gold, and

these are accompanied by many other traden-
upwards, say, of fìve hundred-bound on the

same errand as themselves. They take along with
them to the mining district oxen, lumps of salt, and

iron, and when they reach its neighborhood, they

make a halt at a certain spot and form an encamp-

ment, which they fence round with a great hedge

of thoms. Within this they live, and having slaugh-

tered the oxen, cut them in pieces, and lay the

pieces on the top of the thorns, along with the

lumps of salt and the iron. Then come the natives

bringing gold in nuggets like peas, and lay one or

tlvo or more of these upon what pleases them-
the pieces of flesh or the salt or the iron, and then

they retire to some distance off. Then the owner

of the meat approaches, and if he is satisfied he

takes the gold away, and upon seeing this, its

owner comes and takes the flesh or the salt or

the iron. Ie however, he is not satisfied, he leaves

the gold, when the native, seeing that he has not
taken it, comes and either puts down more gold, or
takes up what he had laid down, and goes away.

Such is the mode in which business is transacted

with the people of that country, because their lan-

guage is different and interpreters are hardly to be

found.
The time they stay in that country is five days

more or less, according as the natives, more or less

readily coming forward, buy up all their wares.

On the journey homeward they all agree to travel

well-armed, since some of the tribes through whose

country they must pass might threaten to attack

them from a desire to rob them of their gold. The
space of six months is taken up with this trading
expedition, including both the going and the

retuming. In going they march very slowly, chiefly
because ofthe cattle, but in returning they quicken
their pace lest on the way they should be overtaken

by winter and its rains. For the sources of the river

Nile lie somewhere in these parts, and in winter,
on account of the heavy rains, the numerous rivers



which they generate obsrruct the path of the trav-
eler. The people there have their winter at the rime
we have our sununer. . . and during the three
months the rain falls in totrents, and makes a mul-
titude of rivers all of which flow into the Nile.

The facts which I have just recorded fell partly
under my own observation and partly were told
me by traders who had been to those parts. . . .

For most of the slaves which are now found in
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the hands ofmerchants who resort to these parts are
taken from the tribes of which we speak. As for the
Semenai, where . . . there are snows and ice, it is to
that country the King of the Axumites expatriates
anyone whom he has sentenced to be banished.

Source:J. W. McCrindle, rrans. and ed,., The Chrístian Topography
of Conns, an Egyptian Mor* (Lorrdon: Hakluyt Society, 1897),
52-54,67.

Axum and the World

1. Assessing sources: How does each of these documents reflect the dis-
tinctive perspective of its author? What different perspectives can you
notice between those documents written from within Axum and those
written by outsiders? How did the particular social role that each author
represents (missionary, monarch, merchant) affect his view of Axum?

2. Considering external influences: Based on rhese documenrs, how
would you describe Axu'r's various relationships with the world beyond
its borders? How did its geographic locarion shape those relationships?
(See Map 6.1, page 235.) ln whar ways did those exrernal connecrions
influence Axum's historical development? From another perspective,
how did Axum actively assimilate foreign influences or deliberately take
advantage of opportunities that came from outside?

3. Explaining the rise and significance of Axurn: How might you
account for the flourishing of Axum?'What was the religious and mili-
tary significance of Axum within the region?

4. Comparing civilizations: In whar ways might Axum be viewed as a
smaller-scale version of the second-wave civilizations ofEurasia? In what
ways did it differ from them?

5. Seeking further evidence: What else would you like ro know about
,\xum? Ifyou could uncover one additional document, what would you
want it to reveal?



AP@ EXAM PRACTICE QUESTIONS

Multiple-Choice Questions

euestlons 1 and 2 refer to the poem betow by the Chinese poet Li Shen, from the eighth century c.r

The cob of corn in springtinte sowtr

ln autuurn yielc-ls a httndred[old.

No fields are seen that lallorv lie:

And yet of l.runger peasants die.

As lt noonticle they hoe their crops,

Srveat on the grain to earth dorvn drops.

Hor'v uralry tears, horv nÌany a groxll,

Each rlrorsel on thy dish dicl rlrouldl*

1. What does the poem infer happens to the peasants' crops?

a. The crops become moldy and inedible.

b. There is more grain than the peasants can eat.

c. The fields are empty because of poor weather'

d. The crops are taken from the peasants.

2. This poem is about chinese peasants, but in what way could it be about any

agrarian societY?

a. Peasants were well provided for by the rest of society.

b. Peasants were at the top of most social hierarchies.

c. Peasant labor provided food that allowed the rest of society to eat'

d. Most peasants owned their own farmland.

Short-Answer Question

3. Answer parts A, B, and C.

A. Briefly explain ONE important similarity between social systems in Rome and

Han China in the period from c. 200 s.c.e . to c. 200 c.e.

B. Briefly explain ONE important difference between social systems in Rome and

Han China in the period from c. 200 s.c.¡. to c. 200 c'r.

C. Briefly explain ONE factor that accounts for the difference that you indicated

in part B.

.Li Shen, "Old Style," selected PoemsfromT'ang Dynasty, accessed May 15,2014, http://www.shigeku.org/xlib/lingshidao/hanshi/tang1.htm.
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Document-Based Question

DÍrectíons: euestion 4 referc to the following documents. You will tikely need to flip back and forth

between these documents to answer the question adequatel¡¡ lJse scrap pieces of paper or sticky

notes to tab these documents. When answering the guestion, refer to the "Advice for Responding

to a DBQ" on the inside of the back cover.

4. Using the following documents from this textbook and your knowledge of world

history, analyze beliefs about women's roles in societies in the classical era

(c. 600 B.c.E.-c. 600 c.e.).

DOCUMENT PAGE DOCUMENT NAME

120 lmage and description of Queen Boudica

2 124 lmage and description of the Trung sisters

3 153 Excerptfrom LessonsforWomen, Ban Zhao

4 177 Quote from the North African Carthagian writer Tertullian

251 Description ofthe Moche Lady of Cao5

Long-Essay Question

When answering the following question, refer to the "Advice for Respondìng to an LEQ" on the

inside of the back cover.

5. Evaluate the extent to which belief systems in ONE of the following regions experi-

enced continuities and changes from 3500 s.c.¡. to 500 c.e., and analyze the reasons

for these continuities and changes.

r East Asia

¡ Middle East

. South Asia
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